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Kissinger presents world plan 
PARIS (API-Henry Kissinger 
offered the industrialized world a plan 
yesterday to improve economic links 
with underdeveloped countries and told 
the rich nations their future stability 
depends on it 
"An international system will be 
stable only so lonji as its economic 
benefits are widely shared and its 
arrangements are perceived as just.'' 
the US Secretary of Stale told a 
ministerial meeting of the 
Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development 
lOECDl OECD groups 24 major non- 
Communist industrial nations 
KISSINGER'S PLAN, which touched 
on the food, commodity and trade and 
finance difficulties of the under- 
developed world, was the second half 
of an American program presented in 
Pans Tuesday and yesterday. 
I' S officials described it as a way of 
heading off. over the long term, con- 
frontations like embargoes on oil or 
other commodities 
French Foreign Minister Jean 
Sauvagnargues said he thought views 
within the OECD countries had grown 
much closer on the subject 
KISSINGER SAID no nation could 
claim world moral leadership without 
contributing to helping the poorer 
countries for whom each world 
economic problem is a critical blow- 
In   the   area   of   food.   Kissinger 
announced American support for an 
international fund for agricultural 
development This was proposed by the 
oil producing nations and aimed at 
grouping nations willing to contribute 
to agricultural development He also 
said the United Slates was willing to 
participate in a system of grain 
reserves "to alleviate famine in bad 
years as well as reduce pressures on 
supply and markets." 
Discussing commodities, which he 
said was a burgeoning area of conflict. 
Kissinger recommended that new 
rules and procedures for access to 
markets be negotiated in the 
multilateral trade negotiations now 
taking place in Geneva He said the 
United States,  as  a  producer,  was 
against exclusive producer organi- 
zations and would discuss arrange- 
ments for individual commodities on a 
case by case basis. 
MOST IMPORTANT for the under 
developed world. Kissinger said, was 
getting assurance of long-term growth 
in export earnings He said the United 
States would work to protect them 
from fluctuations 
Kissinger supported the creation by 
next year ol a $3 billion trust fund, 
under control of the International 
Monetary Fund 1IMF1 to give the 
poorest countries additional financial 
assistance The money, he said, should 
come from gold now held by the IMF 
and other contributors, especially the 
oil producing nations 
Builder battles city improvements 
■ ■ » ,. i.-"- 
Sludenli enjoying the warm weather play volleyball on the 
lawn next to Offinhouci Dorm. 
By Gall Harris 
Stall Reporter 
Douglas Valentine and the city of 
Bowling Green are involved in a 
conflict concerning proposed 
easements of lands belonging to 
Valentine's mother 
The properties involved are located 
on Fifth and Sixth Streets, east South 
College Drive. Kloti Road and from 
Eighth Street to Jackson Street. Mayor 
Charles Bartlett said 
ACCORDING TO Bartlett. 
Valentine, who is acting as negotiator 
for his family, has not agreed to the 
conditions of the proposed easements 
The city has planned to repave 
streets and add storm sewers to the 
areas of First-Ninth streets. Elm 
Street. Klotz Road. Jackson Street and 
Troupe Avenue 
The city also plans to construct a 
water sewer from this area to Hyduke 
Ditch. Bartlett said 
The Valentine property lies between 
the project area and the ditch. Bartlett 
said The proposed easements require 
that the water sewer construction go 
through Valentine's property. 
Valentine, owner of Douglas 
Valentine Builder, has discussed plans 
with the City Planning Commission for 
a proposed subdivision on his mother's 
land 
It was decided that the city will pay 
Valentine 13,000 to have his engineer 
make   up   plans   for   the   proposed 
Program drop explained 
By Joe Wollet 
Stall Reporter 
Although WBGU 188 l-FMl will lose 
its   National   Public   Radio     NPR 
affiliation on July 1. 1976. the station 
has    several    alternatives    for 
programming policies 
An interim report on WBGt'-FM 
presented April 18 to Provost Kenneth 
Rothe by the University Broadcast 
Policy Committee was released 
yesterday by Dr Reginald Noble 
chairman of the committee 
The report offered four alternatives 
for the station to consider-continuing 
with NPR programming, going without 
the NPR network changing to an 
academic oriented station or totally 
phasing out operations 
YESTERDAY. Dr Noble said the 
alternative for keeping NPR already is 
outdated, since a decision was made to 
drop the network 
WBGU-FM lost its association with 
the network because it does not meet 
criteria set by the Corporation lor 
Public Broadcasting 1CPB1. which 
controls funding lor public radio and 
television 
The criteria set by CPB would 
require WBGU-FM to hire one full 
time professional by July 1. 1975 and 
another by July 1. 1976 The station 
currently has three full-time 
professionals 
In addition to staffing requirements. 
CPB also states that a station must 
have an operating budget of at least 
$75,000 in order to qualify for federal 
aid The station's projected budget for 
1976-77 with a CPB grant of $12,258 is 
1112.620 
If the station would go without the 
CPB grant, the projected University 
expenses would be $86,621 The budget 
for the third alternative, the academic- 
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By going without the CPB grant. Dr 
Noble said the hiring of two additional 
professionals would be unnecessary. 
The CPB criteria are set up by the 
Radio Advisory Council, according to 
CPB spokeswoman Diana Calland The 
council reviews the criteria yearly, she 
said 
The reqirements for five full-time 
professionals were made in 1970 
WBGU-FM knew of the requirements, 
she said 
"THE GROUND rules have been 
known all along and they haven't 
shifted on anybody." Calland said 
Dr Noble said the current staff of 
three full-time professionals is not 
utilized to its capacity He said he 
asked Dr Chan Hahn. associate 
professor of management, to conduct a 
manpower study at the station 
The study showed that the three full- 
time suffers worked about 85-95 hours 
per week out of a possible 120 work- 
hours Dr Hahn concluded that 25-35 
hours of manpower per week were not 
utilized. 
The three suffers may lose their 
jobs as a result of losing NPR 
programming. Dr. Noble said, but no 
delinite decisions have been made yet. 
He said it is standard procedure to 
notify personnel if their jobs are in 
jeopardy and such procedure was 
followed in the case of WBGU-FM 
WBGU-FM will not lose NPR 
programming until July 1. 1976, but 
even then the sution may receive 
some NPR programs, according to 
NPR SUtions Relations Associate Jo 
Ellyn Rackleff. 
The sution will be ineligible to get 
interconnected programs. Rackleff 
said Interconnected programs include 
the "Concert of the Week." the "All 
Things Considered" series. 
Congressional broadcasts and most 
current live programming 
RACKLEFF SAID the sution can 
purchase old programs from NPR's 
library or Upes caulog. as can any 
non-commercial   radio   sution    She 
added that WBGU-FM is not the first 
sution to run into difficulties with 
meeting CPB criteria 
One disadvanUge Rackleff pointed 
out is that the Bowling Green 
community no longer will get national 
exposure through shows such as"AII 
Things Considered." which Ukes 
material from affiliated radio sUtions 
A new educational radio station may 
broadcast soon from Toledo WGTE- 
TV (Ch 301 has applied to the FCC for 
a license for a public radio sution 
Robert Smith, a spokesman for 
WGTE-TV. said he is anticipating 
receipt of a construction permit by 
mid-June He said the new radio 
sution would be on the air within eight 
months of permit's receipt 
DR. NOBLE said he does not believe 
dropping NPR will hurt the University 
very much He said programming once 
carried on WBGU-FM would be aired 
on WGTE-FM. which would operate 
with a larger power output. 
A survey of the campus and 
community conducted earlier this year 
indicated that NPR programs were not 
listened to a> much as other 
programming. Dr. Noble said. He said 
that since CPB programming was 
eliminated, there is little chance of 
acquiring it again. 
In order to get back with CPB, the 
sution must meet CPB criteria, 
according to Rackleff. 
The advantages Dr. Noble's 
committee found in retaining WBGU- 
FM without CPB affiliation are: 
-it will cost less than other 
alternatives. No additional space is 
required (more space is necessary 
with the sUff increase required by 
CPB) and the cost is controlled 
entirely by the University 
-an improved utilization of 
educational resources with 
employment of student employes to 
allow graduate fellows to be used to 
better advantage. 
• To page (•von 
subdivision and  submit them  to the 
planning commission 
"I THINK this is quite reasonable. 
Bartlett said 
He explained that the city also would 
provide Valentine with 7.000 cubic 
yards of fill dirt for the area Bartlett 
noted that the land in the area was 
quite low and tliat some pipes insUlled 
there might be visible above ground. 
Another agreement the city made 
with Valentine is that a culvert for a 
ditch crossing will be constructed at 
the city's expense 
The mayor estimated that these 
improvements to Valentine s land will 
cost the City $30,000 
There have been problems 
negotiating   with   Valentine   for   the 
easements. Bartlett noted 
He said one difficulty in dealing with 
Valentine is the builder s insisUnce 
that his proposed subdivision be 
okayed by the city council 
Bartlett said he told Valentine that 
the matter had to be Uken up with the 
City Planning Commission 
ANOTHER CONFLICT between 
Valentine and the city. Bartlett 
explained, is that Valentine wants the 
city to make sewer installations that 
would benefit him personally. 
"I don't think it's appropriate for 
personal matters to be involved." 
Bartlett noted 
However, some things were agreed 
upon by the city and Valentine. 
Bartlett said 
The plans to improve Ward Two 
lands were proposed in mid 1972 
"It's getting to a point where he 
1 Valentine) cooperates or it'll be 
another year before it's done." 
Bartlett said 
He added that the improvements 
must surt this year for the project to 
be finished by fall 1976. 
THE MAYOR said the city has filed 
condemnation proceedings against 
Valentine because he will not negotiate 
the terms of the proposed easements 
Bartlett said, "We've either got to 
resolve the matter by negotiation or 
Uke it to court and let them decide " 
Valentine was unavailable for 
comment 
Karma, Crisis Phone plan 
to unite health services 
By Cl»dy Smerclna 
SUff Reporter 
Karma and Crisis Phone will be bits 
of history after June 30 
On that date a yet nameless compre 
hensive menul health service agency 
will be created to provide services now 
offered by Karma and Crisis Phone in 
addition to counseling and referral 
services for crisis situations 
MARVIN KUMLER. interim 
director overseeing the creation of the 
new agency, said it "will include all 
the programs currently a part of Crisis 
Phone and Karma, plus a broad range 
of nienUl health services " 
Plans include telephone and walk-in 
counseling, plus "outreach teams" to 
help with drug, suicide, sex. family and 
emotional problems 
A rape counseling service also may 
be included 
One new innovation, "outreach 
teams", consists ol small groups of 
counselors that will go out into the 
community   for   informational   and 
counseling purposes. Kumler 
explained 
Both Karma and Crisis Phone will 
cease to exist when the new agency is 
created 
A non-profit corporation. Wood 
County Human Services Inc . was 
created as a forerunner to the new 
agency A 12-member board of 
directors, including members of 
Karma and Crisis Phone, heads the 
corporation 
"OUR SERVICE will be countywide. 
not just geared to the University or 
Bowling Green," Kumler stressed 
"We hope to provide a broad range of 
mental health services for the whole 
county We will have one toll free 
number for anyone in the county for 
any crisis situation." 
Kumler said the idea of a single 
menUl health service began to Uke 
shape a few months ago 
"It will allow a much more 
comprehensive program Also, funds 
to support menUl health services are 
getting    harder    to   obtain.    One 
administrative structure and one 
agency will allow for more cost 
efficiency " he explained 
The new agency will be funded 
primarily through the Wood County 
Mental Health and Retardation Board, 
which administers all state and federal 
money lor menUl health services The 
United Crusade and personal donations 
also will cover the agency's costs 
Kumler expects the agency probably 
will have to raise about one of every 
10 dollars it spends 
THE NEW agency probably will 
occupy the building which now houses 
Karma, but Kumler said he is 
conducting a "low-key search" for a 
new facility. 
"It should be close to the University, 
because the University supplies a 
major portion of our volunteers, yet 
fairly accessible to the entire county." 
he said 
"This may be premature, but we 
could conceivably even reach out- to 
other neighboring counties." Kumler 
predicted. 
Missing Mary Kay Garobeik, freshman (td.), rides a tricycle in front of the Unien ••get a due in the Alpha Xi Delta Big Sis Hunt. (Newsphete by Ed Suba) 
Page •  Th. BG N.w., Wednesday, May it, 197S 
Unser rolls to victory 
in rain-shortened 500 
By Mirk Clever 
INDIANAPOLIS. Ind Historically, the Indianapolis MO 
his been the biggest and mosl blzzare race on the United 
States Auto Club championship trail The 1*75 classic was 
not an exception to this rule 
In one of the strangest finishes in history, Bobby Unser 
won last Sunday's grind by crossing the finish line in a 
driving rainstorm In winning. Unser did not travel the full 
900 miles as the rain came 26 laps (65 miles! before the 
official finish 
UNSER PICKED up a check for nearly $250,000 for his 
effort, which was his second win at the "brickyard " He 
motored his Rislone Special to victory lane in 1968 
On his way to victory. Unser set an unique Speedway 
record He drove across the finish line at approximately 35 
miles per hour imp hi for the slowest finish in Indy 
history The heavy rains that halted the race, plus a jumble 
of cars at the finish line that spun when the downpour hit the 
two and a half mile oval, accounted for the slow speed. 
Unser did not win the race as much as he survived it He 
led only 11 of the 174 laps run and cashed in near the end 
when hard luck disabled his competition 
Wally Dallenbach dominated most of the race, taking the 
led on the 59th lap after qualifying way back in the field. 
Dallenbach was running smoothly and appeared to be a sure 
winner when his engine failed on the 161st lap 
IF DAIXENBACH'S car would have lasted 10 more 
minutes, he would have been a winner 
The heavy rains denied two others a chance for victory. 
Johnny Rutherford, the defending Indy champ, was only 
seconds behind Unser when the race was halted, and A.J. 
Foyt. gunning for an unprecedented fourth Indianapolis 
triumph, was unable to shoot for victory after the storm 
drenched the track. 
Most of the Indy throng, estimated to be in excess of 
300.000 spectators, was pulling for Foyt to win the race. 
Three former drivers i Louis Meyer. Wilbur Shaw and Mauri 
Rose) and Foyt have won the classic three times and 
veteran fans like to talk about a "hex" against the man 
trying to win a fourth 500 
FOYT WAS running well at the start of the race. He 
stayed near the front of the pack after early leader Gordon 
Johncock's   ignition   system   failed    However,   a   fuel 
misjudgement caused Foyt to slow down early in the race 
and coast to his pit This valuable loss of time hurt him 
later. 
Ai for Rutherfoi d. he was motoring well but was simply 
in the wrong place when the raindrops fell. 
The man in the right place at the right time- Inser -had a 
close call on his way to the checkered flag Late in the race, 
young Tom Sneva's car tangled with the machine driven by 
Elon Rasmussen. 
. With Unser's blue Eagle trailing. Sneva's car suddenly 
became airborne and flipped upside down at frightening 
speed. Sneva's blue and yellow car crashed with a sickening 
thud against the wall in turn two and somersaulted in an 
orange fireball down the track 
UNSER SOMEHOW managed to squirm through the 
wreckage to continue the race, and Sneva was taken to 
Methodist Hospital with burns over 15 per cent of his body 
At last report, doctors at the hospital said Sneva was in 
stable condition 
Because of the rains and a long delay after the Sneva 
accident. Unser's average speed for the 435 miles was a 
slow 149 213 m.p.h 
It was the fourth time that a member of the Unser family 
visited victory lane. Bobby's brother, AI, won the 500 in 1970 
and again in 1971. 
Fans Speedway tarn neglect the "keep erf" sign and take advantage of this concession stand roof. The reef was a geed place to watch most of the 59th 
annual Indianapolis 500 race before a torrential downpour abruptly halted 
the rate an the 435th mile. (Nowspheto by lance Wynn) 
All-MAC baseball 
Dick Selgo and Kip Young led the Falcons in all- 
Mid-American Conference I MAC) baseball honors as 
they were voted to first-team positions 
Selgo. a solid-hitting outfielder, and Young, a 
record-breaking righthanded hurler were both 
members of last year's second all-league unit. 
JOE MEYER, Larry Owen. Ron Fennell and Mike 
Hale were honorable mention selections for BG. 
Meyer, who was a first-team choice last year, was 
named to the MAC all-academic squad 
Champ Veteran driver Bobby Unser (48) zooms past David "Salt" Walther (33) in action at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway last Sunday. Unser went on to win 
the 500 mile race, finishing in a driving rain. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn) 
«5±  
Preston qualifies for nationals 
Falcons third in CCC chase 
By BIU Eslep 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The Falcon tracksters 
continued their third place 
syndrome last weekend with 
a finish identical to 
last year's at the Central 
Collegiate Conference 
(CCCl Championships 
hosted by the Eastern Michi- 
gan University 
Bowling Green notched 65 
points to finish third-the 
same spot it placed in last 
year's CCC meet and also 
this season's Mid-American 
Conference   (MACI 
pionships 
cham- 
EASTERN POWER Penn 
State dominated the two-day 
meet by winning 11 of the 21 
events and scoring 196 
points The MAC entries 
asserted themselves, as 
runner-up Eastern Michigan 
i80i and BG joined four 
other conference foes who 
scored 
Kent State, which won the 
MAC title two weeks ago. 
finished Hi an eighth-place 
tie with Kentucky State with 
IAA notes 
Scott Brown and John Schneider won the independent golf 
title last week by defeating Jeff McMurtrie and Bill Moll. 3- 
2. in the finals 
The winning duo will meet the fraternity champions June 
5 to determine the all campus champion 
ENTRIES FOR Sigma Delia Psi, a national athletic 
honorary, are available Irom fraternity and residence hall 
athletic chairmen 
Candidates must meet minimum standards in 13 athletic 
skills and maintain a 2 0 academic average 
Trials will be held June 3. 4. 5. Entries are due in the 
Intramural Office. 201 Memorial Hall, by June 2 
• • • 
The intramural track and field meet will be held at 6:30 
p.m. today and tomorrow at Whittaker Track 
30 points. 
"We obviously didn't have 
a letdown from the MAC' 
coach Mel Brodt said of the 
Falcon performance "Sure 
you point toward the confe- 
rence championships all 
season long, but you can't 
stop competing after that." 
Last weekend's Falcon 
efforts featured an NCAA 
qualifying performance, one 
schooi record and six season 
best performances. 
Senior Tom Preston quali- 
fied for the NCAA cham- 
pionships. June 5-7 in Provo, 
Utah with a second place 
finish in the 3.000-meter 
steeplechase in 8:56 8 
His time was the best BG 
steeple effort since 1971 
when Sid Sink set a school 
recor (8:26.4) enroute to 
winning the NCAA and MAC 
titles 
Lew Maclin bested his 
school record in the triple 
jump by one inch with a win- 
ning leap of 49-6'i Maclin, 
the Falcons' lone CCC cham- 
pion, was also the only BG 
double placer ai he 
tooksixth in the long jump at 
a-m. 
RICK  HUTCHINSON im 
prved his freshman 880-yard 
run record with a fifth-place 
finish of 1:51.4. Sophomore 
Gary Desjardins also cut his 
best mile time by a second 
(o 4 08 4 for fourth place 
Tim Zumbaugh and Dan 
Cartledge combined to take 
two scoring spots in the sc- 
mile run. Zumbaugh 
garnered runner-up honors 
with a season best clocking 
of 29:278 and Cartledge 
grabbed sixth in 30:31 8 
Even though he was dis- 
qualified in the 100-yard 
dash for false starling. 
Brian Storm breezed to a 
fifth-place clocking of 22 4 in 
the 220-yard dash 
Don See placed fifth in the 
440-yard dash in 484. but 
teammates Ron Taylor and 
Tim LoDico failed to make 
it out of the preliminaries 
with respective times of 48 2 
and 48.9 
SOPHOMORE     REG 
Warren added points with a 
fourth-place finish in the 
120-yard high hurdles in 14.5. 
Runningmate James Shep- 
herd, a MAC scorer with a 
sixth place finish, qualified 
for the finals only to finish 
last in 15.1. 
Experimentation and 
career besls sparked the 
Falcon relay squads to 
impressive finishes 
The 440-yard relay squad 
of Hal Thomas. LoDico and 
Storm joined new anchor 
man Ron Taylor to finish 
fourth with a 41 7 time that 
equaled their MAC clocking. 
The mile relay quartet of 
LoDico. Hutchinson. Taylor 
and See timd a 3:14.2 for 
third. LoDico's 48.4 and 
Hutchinson's 49.0 splits were 
personal bests, but Taylor 
and See 'laid eggs." accor- 
ding to Brodt. Taylor ran a 
48.7 quarter-mile and See 
contributed an anchor effort 
0(48 5 
The Falcon wil conclude 
their season this weekend by 
hosting the All-Ohio cham- 
pionships Friday at Whit- 
taker Track 
Two speedway enthusknts stand en the tailgate 
of a nearby truck on the first turn at Indianapolis 
Motor Speedway. The woman's action testifies to 
the noise that was produced by the cars during the 
race. (Newsphoto by lance Wynn) 
Reds close in on LA 
No more 'Nice Gal' at Miami 
OXFORD. Ohio (API It's no more Miss Nice Gal for 
Elaine Hieber 
Since she was hired last September as the first co- 
ordinator of women's athletics at Miami University, she's 
been determined to instill a new attitude into what has 
previously been all fun and games. 
"Women have never been treated as athletes and their 
own self-image is lacking as athletes." said Miss Hieber 
"They have never been told. 'Here is what we expect of you. 
and here is what you have to do.' 
"Since they had never been treated as athletes, they did 
not have good eating habits or an adequate training 
program. We set up regulations such as not eating specific 
foods before a game " 
Miss Hieber explained that women have a broad range of 
skills, in addition to desire and attitude, but have never 
really been given the opportunity to participate. 
"DISCIPLINE 18 the key word," the aald. "Women 
athletes are not disciplined when you compare them to male 
athletes" 
In her first year on the job. the 29-year-old Miss Hieber 
has asked female athletes to toe the line in attire, 
promptness and dedication. 
Team members are now requested to avoid wearing jeans 
when traveling, to respect the fact that an athlete must 
practice and to not let other activities interfere. 
"I told the girls that education must come first, but if they 
dedicated themselves to athletics, it must be a total 
commitment," she said. 
Miss Hieber has matched that commitment with an 
administrative blitz for more funds and more equipment 
SO PAR, the university has gone along with her program, 
upping her budget from about 89,000 to 835.000. She's gotten 
new uniforms, new equipment and a head basketball coach. 
Pat Wettig, from Indiana University. 
She's even gained a bit of notoriety when she kicked up a 
fuss after her team's basketball game was stopped with 
about five minutes to play because the men's game was 
scheduled to begin 
CINCINNATI (API-The 
quick-starting Los Angeles 
Dodgers' "free ride" is 
over, says Cincinnati Reds 
manager Sparky Anderson. 
"This is the first time 
anybody has been close to 
them this early in the year," 
said Anderson, whose 
surging Reds have rushed to 
within two games of the de- 
fending National League 
champions 
"They've had a free ride 
in June and July in past 
years They got a big lead 
and coasted." said Ander- 
son, who blames the Reds' 
demise a year ago on the 
failure to stay within 
striking distance early. 
CINCINNATI has fallen 
lO'i games behind the 
Dodgers two years in a row 
Last year they closed to 
within 14 games with two 
weeks left, but ran out of 
gas. In 1973. with a 
worrisome 39-37 mark near 
midseason. they relied on a 
soaring second-half rush to 
overtake LA down the 
stretch. 
They're presently on 
another hot streak, one 
which Anderson feels will 
remind the Dodgers that the 
Reds are alive and well. 
The Reds have a season- 
high winning streak of six 
and have won seven of their 
last eight. 
Anderson, who had 
promised a get-tough policy 
this year after last season's 
runner-up finish, pinpoints 
the turnabout to a recent 
come from behind victory 
over Tom Seaver of the New 
York Met*. 
"We were down 3-0 and 
came back to win it. As far 
as I'm concerned, he and 
Don Sutton are the two best 
pitchers in baseball. That 
gave us a real lift," he said. 
THE REDS haven't lost 
since. 
But two things are 
bothering Anderson The 
Reds have played in 20 one- 
run games, and needed a 
pair of rallies Sunday 
against Montreal to take an 
11-9 edge 
"We've got to win those 
one-run games. If a team is 
just under .500 or just over, 
vou'll never win it all." he 
said 
The other matter that has 
him fretting is that 
perennial bugaboo: pitching 
"We're just not getting 
good pitching from our 
starters." he said 
"Gary Nolan has been our 
best pitcher.'' said 
Anderson Nolan. 3-3. is 
returning after almost three 
years of inactivity. But 
Nolan, who has won his last 
two starts, has the lowest 
earned run average-2 82- 
among the starters. 
Meanwhile lefty Don 
Gullett. 5-3. has been 
struggling for the past three 
weeks and Jack Billingham. 
the winningest pitcher in the 
National League over the 
past two years, has an ERA 
hovering around 4.00. 
ANDERSON huddled with 
pitching coach Larry 
Shepard after Sunday's 
victories to map some new 
strategy. 
The most heartening 
factor in the winning streak 
has been the hitting of 
catcher Johnny Bench, who 
has crashed three home runs 
in as many games Sunday. 
he personally kept the Reds 
string alive with a grand 
slam homer to kev a five-run 
rally 
"Things are finally 
starting to fall in place." 
said Bench, who shares the 
National League lead with 
10 homers and 33 RBI. 
"We're right back in this 
old ball game." said Bench 
Showers holt Kent meet 
Spring showers kept the 
Falcon women tracksters 
from winning their second 
invitational Wednesday as 
the Kent State Invitational 
was rained out. 
Before the rainout. 
Bowling Green was leading 
the five-team field by a con- 
siderable margin. Other 
teams participating in the 
meet were Kent Slate. 
Central State. Tri-County 
College and Ohio University 
THE 446 YARD relay 
team of Polly Koch. Betsy 
Clogg. Vickie Zyskl and 
Jenny Gill set a new  BG 
record with their best time 
of the season. 50.35. Lynn 
Heckman. Betsy Uhlman. 
Betsy Clogg and Jan 
Samuelson placed second in 
the 880 medley. 
Kathy Gerenda also 
claimed two personal bests 
She won the mile, clocking a 
6:11. and took second place 
In the javelin throw with a 
toss of ill feet, placing 
behind teammate Linda 
Helmlnk. 
Bowling Green also took 
first and second places in 
the shot put as Lorna Miller 
sad Kathy Hotkey took top 
honors respectively. 
When the meet was called 
because of the downpour. 
Gill and Uhlman were first 
and second in the long jump 
GILL PLACED eighth in 
national pentathlon com- 
petition held in Oregon two 
weeks ago. 
The pentathlon consists of 
five events: 100-meter hur- 
dles, shot put. high jump, 
long jump and 200-meter 
run 
Gill had qualified for 
national competition last 
month by scoring 3,236 
points 
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Kissinger presents world plan 
PARIS (API-Henry Kissinger 
offered the industrialized world a plan 
yesterday to improve economic links 
with underdeveloped countries and told 
the rich nations their future stability 
depends on it 
"An international system will be 
stable only so long as its economic 
benefits are widely shared and its 
arrangements are perceived as iuit." 
the U.S. Secretary of Slate told a 
ministerial meeting of the 
Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development 
I OECD> OECD groups 24 major non 
Communist industrial nations 
KISSINGER'S PLAN, which touched 
on the food, commodity and trade and 
finance difficulties of the under- 
developed world, was the second half 
of an American program presented in 
Pans Tuesday and yesterday. 
I" S officials described it as a way of 
heading off. over the long term, con- 
frontations like embargoes on oil or 
other commodities 
French Foreign Minister Jean 
Sauvagnargues said he thought views 
within the OECD countries had grown 
much closer on the subject 
KISSINGER SAID no nation could 
claim world moral leadership without 
contributing to helping the poorer 
countries for whom each world 
economic problem is a critical blow 
In   the   area   of   food.   Kissinger 
announced American support for an 
international fund for agricultural 
development This was proposed by the 
oil producing nations and aimed at 
grouping nations willing to contribute 
to agricultural development He also 
said the I'mted States was willing to 
participate in a system of grain 
reserves "to alleviate famine in bad 
years as well as reduce pressures on 
supply and markets 
Discussing commodities, which he 
said was a burgeoning area of conflict. 
Kissinger recommended that new 
rules and procedures for access to 
markets be negotiated in the 
multilateral trade negotiations now- 
taking place in Geneva He said the 
United  States,   as  a  producer,   was 
against exclusive producer organi- 
zations and would discuss arrange- 
ments for individual commodities on a 
case by case basis 
MOST IMPORTANT for the under 
developed world. Kissinger said, was 
getting assurance of long-term growth 
in export earnings He said the United 
States would work to protect them 
from fluctuations 
Kissinger supported the creation by 
next year ol a 12 billion trust fund, 
under control of the International 
Monetary Fund (IMFi to give the 
poorest countries additional financial 
assistance The money, he said, should 
come from gold now held by the IMF 
and other contributors, especially the 
oil producing nations 
Builder battles city improvements 
• 
Students enjoying the warm weather play volleyball on the 
lawn n*«i to Offenhauer Dorm. 
By Gall Harris 
Stall Reporter 
Douglas Valentine and the city of 
Bowling Green are involved in a 
conflict concerning proposed 
easements of lands belonging to 
Valentine's mother. 
The properties involved are located 
on Fifth and Sixth Streets, east South 
College Drive, Klotx Road and from 
Eighth Street to Jackson Street. Mayor 
Charles Bartlett said 
ACCORDING TO Bartlett. 
Valentine, who is acting as negotiator 
for his family, has not agreed lo the 
conditions of the proposed easements 
The city has planned to repave 
streets and add storm sewers to the 
areas of First-Ninth streets. Elm 
Street. Klotz Road. Jackson Street and 
Troupe Avenue 
The city also plans to construct a 
water sewer from this area to Hyduke 
Ditch Bartlett said 
The Valentine property lies between 
the project area and the ditch, Bartlett 
said The proposed easements require 
that the water sewer construction go 
through Valentine's property. 
Valentine, owner of Douglas 
Valentine Builder, has discussed plans 
with the City Planning Commission for 
a proposed subdivision on his mother's 
land 
It was decided that the city will pay 
Valentine $3,000 to have his engineer 
make   up   plans   for   the   proposed 
Program drop explained 
By Joe Wollet 
Stall Reporter 
Although VYBGl' • 88 1-FM) will lose 
its   National   Public   Radio   iNPR 
affiliation on July 1. 1976. the station 
has    several    alternatives     for 
programming policies 
An interim report on WBGl'-FM 
presented April 18 to Provost Kenneth 
Rothe by the University Broadcast 
Policy Committee was released 
yesterday by Dr Reginald Noble 
chairman of the committee 
The report offered four alternatives 
for the station lo consider-continuing 
with NPR programming going without 
the NPR network, changing to an 
academic oriented station or totally 
phasing out operations 
YESTERDAY. Dr Noble said the 
alternative for keeping NPR already is 
outdated, since a decision was made to 
drop the network 
WBGl'-FM lost its association with 
the network because it does not meet 
criteria set by the Corporation for 
Public Broadcasting iCPBi which 
controls funding for public radio and 
television 
The criteria set by CPB would 
require WBGl'-FM to hire one full 
time professional by July 1. 1975 and 
another by July 1. 1976 The station 
currently has three full-time 
professionals 
In addition to staffing requirements. 
CPB also states that a station must 
have an operating budget of at least 
175.000 in order to qualify for federal 
aid The station's projected budget for 
1976-77 with a CPB grant of $12,258 is 
$112,620 
If the station would go without the 
CPB grant, the projected University 
expenses would be $86,621 The budget 
for the third alternative, the academic- 
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oriented station, would be $92,094. 
By going without the CPB grant. Dr 
Noble said the hiring of two additional 
professionals would be unnecessary. 
The CPB criteria are set up by the 
Radio Advisory Council, according to 
CPB spokeswoman Diana Calland The 
council reviews the criteria yearly, she 
said 
The retirements for five full-time 
professionals were made in 1970 
WBGU-FM knew of the requirements, 
she said 
"THE GROUND rules have been 
known all along and they haven't 
shifted on anybody." Calland said 
Dr. Noble said the current staff of 
three lull-time professionals is not 
utilized to its capacity He said he 
asked Dr Chan Hahn. associate 
professor of management, to conduct a 
manpower study at the station 
The study showed that the three full 
time staffers worked about 85-95 hours 
per week out of a possible 120 work- 
hours Dr Hahn concluded that 25-35 
hours of manpower per week were not 
utilized 
The three staffers may lose their 
jobs as a result of losing NPR 
programming. Dr Noble said, but no 
definite decisions have been made yet. 
He said it is standard procedure to 
notify personnel if their jobs are in 
jeopardy and such procedure was 
followed in the case of WBGU-FM 
WBGU-FM will not lose NPR 
programming until July 1. 1976. but 
even then the station may receive 
some NPR programs, according to 
NPR Stations Relations Associate Jo 
Ellyn Kackleff 
The station will be ineligible to get 
interconnected programs. Rackleff 
said. Interconnected programs include 
the "Concert of the Week.'' the "All 
Things Considered" series. 
Congressional broadcasts and most 
current live programming 
RACKLEFF SAID the station can 
purchase old programs from NPR's 
library or tapes catalog, as can any 
non-commercial   radio   station.   She 
added that WBGU-FM is not the first 
station to run into difficulties with 
meeting CPB criteria. 
One disadvantage Rackleff pointed 
out is that the Bowling Green 
community no longer will get national 
exposure through shows such as" All 
Things Considered." which takes 
material from affiliated radio stations 
A new educational radio station may 
broadcast soon from Toledo WGTE- 
TV (Ch 301 has applied to the FCC for 
a license for a public radio station 
Robert Smith, a spokesman for 
WGTE-TV. said he is anticipating 
receipt of a construction permit by 
mid-June. He said the new radio 
station would be on the air within eight 
months of permit's receipt. 
DR. NOBLE said he does not believe 
dropping NPR will hurt the University 
very much He said programming once 
carried on WBGU-FM would be aired 
on WGTE-FM. which would operate 
with a larger power output. 
A survey of the campus and 
community conducted earlier this year 
indicated that NPR programs were not 
listened to as much ai other 
programming. Dr. Noble said. He said 
that since CPB programming was 
eliminated, there is little chance of 
acquiring it again. 
In order to get back with CPB, the 
station must meet CPB criteria, 
according to Rackleff. 
The advantages Dr. Noble's 
committee found in retaining WBGU- 
FM without CPB affiliation are: 
-it will cost less than other 
alternatives. No additional space is 
required imore space is necessary 
with toe staff increase required by 
CPB) and the cost is controlled 
entirely by the University 
-an improved utilization of 
educational resources with 
employment of student employes to 
allow graduate fellows to be used to 
better advantage. 
* To page seven 
subdivision and submit   them  to the 
planning commission 
"I THINK this is quite reasonable." 
Bartlett said 
He explained that the city also would 
provide Valentine with 7.000 cubic 
yards of fill dirt for the area Bartlett 
noted that the land in the area was 
quite low and that some pipes installed 
there might be visible above ground. 
Another agreement the city made 
with Valentine is that a culvert for a 
ditch crossing will be constructed at 
the city's expense 
The mayor estimated that these 
improvements to Valentine's land will 
cost Ihe city $30,000 
There have been problems 
negotiating   with   Valentine   for   the 
easements. Bartlett noted 
He said one difficulty in dealing with 
Valentine is the builder's insistance 
that his proposed subdivision be 
okayed by the city council 
Bartlett said he told Valentine that 
the matter had to be taken up with the 
City Planning Commission 
ANOTHER CONFLICT between 
Valentine and the city. Bartlett 
explained, is that Valentine wants Ihe 
city to make sewer installations that 
would benefit him personally. 
"I don't think it's appropriate for 
personal matters to be involved." 
Bartlett noted 
However, some things were agreed 
upon by the city and Valentine. 
Bartlett said 
The plans to improve Ward Two 
lands were proposed in mid-1972 
"It's getting to a point where he 
iValentine) cooperates or it'll be 
another year before it's done." 
Bartlett said 
He added that the Improvements 
must start this year for the project to 
be finished by fall 1976 
THE MAYOR said the city has filed 
condemnation proceedings against 
Valentine because he will not negotiate 
the terms ol the proposed easements 
Bartlett said. "We've either got to 
resolve the matter by negotiation or 
take it to court and let them decide." 
Valentine was unavailable for 
comment 
Karma, Crisis Phone plan 
to unite health services 
By Cindy Smerclna 
Stall Reporter 
Karma and Crisis Phone will be bits 
of history after June 30 
On that date, a yet nameless compre- 
hensive mental health service agency 
will be created to provide services now 
offered by Karma and Crisis Phone in 
addition to counseling and referral 
services for crisis situations 
MARVIN KUMLER. interim 
director overseeing the creation of the 
new agency, said it "will include all 
the programs currently a part of Crisis 
Phone and Karma, plus a broad range 
of mental health services." 
Plans include telephone and walk-in 
counseling, plus "outreach teams" to 
help with drug, suicide, sex, family and 
emotional problems 
A rape counseling service also may 
be included 
One new innovation, "outreach 
teams", consists of small groups of 
counselors that will go out into the 
community   for   informational   and 
counseling purposes. Kumler 
explained 
Both Karma and Crisis Phone will 
cease to exist when the new agency is 
created. 
A non-profit corporation. Wood 
County Human Services lnc . was 
created as a forerunner to the new 
agency A 12-member board of 
directors, including members of 
Karma and Crisis Phone, heads the 
corporation 
"OUR SERVICE will be countywide. 
not just geared to the University or 
Bowling Green." Kumler stressed 
"We hope to provide a broad range of 
mental health services for the whole 
county. We will have one toll free 
number for anyone in the county for 
any crisis situation." 
Kumler said the idea of a single 
mental health service began lo take 
shape a few months ago 
"It will allow a much more 
comprehensive program Also, funds 
to support mental health services are 
getting    harder    to    obtain     One 
administrative structure and one 
agency will allow for more cost 
efficiency." he explained 
The new agency will be funded 
primarily through the Wood County 
Mental Health and Retardation Board, 
which administers all state and federal 
money for mental health services The 
United Crusade and personal donations 
also will cover the agency's costs. 
Kumler expects the agency probably 
will have to raise about one of every 
10 dollars it spends 
THE NEW agency probably will 
occupy the building which now houses 
Karma, but Kumler said he is 
conducting a "low-key search" for a 
new facility. 
"It should be close to the University, 
because the University supplies a 
major portion of our volunteers, yet 
fairly accessible to the entire county." 
he said 
"This may be premature, but we 
could conceivably even reach out- to 
other neighboring counties." Kumler 
predicted. 
Missing Mery Kay Gorobtik, freshman (Id.), tides a tricycle in front or the Union legal a clue in the Alpha Xi Delta Big Sis Hunt. (Newsphote by Ed Suba) 
f99t 7 /Th- tO News. Thvrsdoy, May 39, 1*75 
inadequate 
sab decision 
"Guilty until proven innocent" is the motto that seems to exemplify 
the actions of the Student Arbitration Board (SAB) in its recent 
recommendation of the University judicial system's first drug-related 
case. 
SAB recommended immediate expulsion for a student who was found 
guilty of violating the Student Code in reference to the sale of marijuana 
in a residence hall. 
Justices on the SAB apparently were permitted to read statements of 
the prosecution witnesses prior to hearing the case. By allowing four of 
the five justices to read the unsworn statements, which are invalid in 
municipal court, the burden of proving innocence was placed upon the 
student. 
The case originally was brought to the University's judicial system 
because of the lack of evidence necessary to hold the trial in municipal 
court. 
According to University Director of Standards and Procedures Derek 
Dickinson. "Campus Safety referred the case internally to the University 
because there was no physical evidence as far as a drug being available." 
Since there was no physical evidence available and no sworn testimony 
was obtained from witnesses, it appears the SAB has made a hasty and 
unfair decision. 
Apparently a student may be expelled for allegedly violating the 
Student Code without getting a trial comparable to that of the municipal 
court system. 
The student's attorney. John Cheetwood, used these and other 
complaints against the University's handling of the case as a basis for 
submitting an appeal to the Student Appeals Board. 
If the student had been given a fair and unbiased hearing before the 
SAB. an appeal would not be necessary now. 
A student judicial system within the framework of the University 
should be bound by the same procedures that are followed in any 
municipal court. 
Forcing harsh punitive action on a student based upon insubstantial 
evidence and following irregular hearing practices is a pathetic way to 
serve justice at the University. 
gear down for bicycle backlash 
resents senators' stance 
WASHINGTON-President Ford's 
upcoming meeting in Salzburg. Austria 
with Egyptian President Sadat has 
been clouded, perhaps deliberately, by 
the blunt pro-Israel letter served on 
him by 76 senators 
II was no accident that the document 
was sent to the White House and made 
public with much fanfare on Capitol 
Hill just before Mr ford's first 
presidential trip to Europe 
That action, in fact, is a bold 
demonstration that the Israel Lobby 
has become the dominant international 
front in Congress, even more potent 
than the old China Lobby that held 
sway during the 40s and 50s 
It was the timing of the letter, more 
than its contents, that vexed Mr. Ford. 
Secretary of State Kissinger, and 
Western diplomats searching for ways 
to break the tense impasse in Arab- 
Israeli relations 
THE KEY language reiterates little 
more than an obvious congressional 
hope that the administration's 
controversial reassessment of U.S 
policy in the Middle East will find Mr 
Ford "responsive to Israel's urgent 
military and economic needs " 
To put the best face possible on it. 
the letter repeats what has been said 
before-as indeed the White House said 
in reply-that the US remains 
committed to "the survival of a free 
and independent Israel." 
But the timing and origin of the 
letter suggests a less innocent 
exercise. 
It was a carefully orchestrated 
reminder ol Israel's political clout 
among American voters and on Capitol 
Hill, designed to reinforce Israel's 
support in Congress while 
simultaneously warning Mr Ford 
against making any promises to Sadat 
that Israel's government might not 
like 
By Neil Kloti 
fdrlor . Not* Noil K/ofi i> a 
tynditalmd columnist writing Con-fro, o 
column of comumer ptottdion niwl for 
irurfonto. 
It was bound to happen 
For awhile, as 10-speed sales soared 
and every city council boasted a bike 
path plan, it seemed that bikes would 
be hailed the saviours of modern 
transit the no-gallons-per-mlle 
answer to the energy shortage But 
now. prepare for the bicycle backlash 
Two harbingers of the coming 
backlash surfaced recently One. a 
survey by a car insurance institute, 
purported to prove that most car-bike 
accidents were caused by bikers 
With some glee the institute heralded 
the fact that 99 per cent of the bikers 
involved in accidents were injured as 
opposed to only one per cent of the 
motorists 
THE OTHER OMEN arrived more 
subtly in an editorial in the Christian 
Science Monitor bewailing the 10-speed 
fad "Ten years ago it was a souped up 
Chevy- now it's a 10-speed bicycle." 
grumbled the Monitor writer. 
Ten speeds really have little to do 
with ecology, physical fitness or fun. 
he said, they're just another damnable 
way for these kids to be "in." 
Both of these clips somehow fused in 
my head as I was almost side-swiped in 
a bike lane for what seemed like the 
fiftieth time this week 
Behind the standard "Get-off-the- 
road-expletive" combination sat the 
Sphinx-like automobile brooding self 
assured over the roads of America, 
chanting. "Back to the Chevy, 
children The roads aren't free One 
hundred bikers get it for one of me " 
Predictably, bikes have never been 
much more than toys for American 
industry As bike sales doubled in the 
past five years and European models 
flooded the market. American bike- 
makers desperately tried to grab some 
of the 10-speed market 
SO DESPERATELY, in fact,  that 
L.eTTers_ 
dr. liberty 
responds again 
Question Dear Dr Liberty. What do 
you think we should do about this kook 
Damschroder and his proposed ban of 
alcoholic beverages on state 
campuses'* I'm totally against it 
Signed  A Booze Guzzler 
Answer Seeing as I'm an advice 
columnist. I'm supposed to have high 
moral standards so I'll lay it to you 
straight, buddy 
As I sit here drinking my first and 
only drink of the evening. I resent your 
remark that Uncle Gene is a kook How 
would you like it if someone called 
your aunt a little buggy'' 
Uncle Gene is a good man who really 
knows what he's doing. I know that 
many people don't like him. but he's 
OK After all. he gave me $100 for 
Mother's Day Even after four drinks I 
sull like him 
most of them just slapped a derailleur. 
hand brakes and the word "racer" on 
their old clunkers and crossed their 
fingers 
So you don't have to cross yours 
when you buy, here are some basic 
tips: 
1. Buy at a bike store. 
Ten-speeds found at large chain 
department stores are poorly made as 
well as inexpertly assembled-usually 
thrown together by some stock boy 
right after he blew up the basketballs 
If you ever needed to replace the 
brake calipers, overhaul the headset or 
just about anything else, you couldn't 
get replacement parts 
EVEN IF YOU stole next door in the 
dead of night and cannibalized parts 
from the obnoxious 10-year-old's Sears 
racer, you couldn't get them to fit 
yours because of imprecise 
workmanship 
To collect some strange looks, just 
go into any department store and ask 
to see their bicycle service 
department 
A good service department is a 
touchstone for any good bike shop A 
well-stocked workshop is a better 
guarantee than a salesperson's smile. 
Also, don't buy where they won't let 
you ride You can't buy a bike by brand 
or component list, since all 
manufacturers note that components 
are subject to change without notice 
and component makers say the same 
For this reason, consumer ratings of 
10-speed models are usually out-of-date 
and misleading 
So buy a particular 10-speed only if 
you like the way it rides, not because 
Consumer Reports received a good test 
model ol it 
t. LUGGED FRAMES are best 
In the 1100-1200 range, which is 
where you should stay for your first 
bike, look for a lugged frame, that is. 
one in which the steel tubes are 
connected by sleeves rather than just 
welded together 
In addition, the lugs should be 
tapered, not just cut straight across 
the tubing like a pipe joint. Unlugged 
frames are either heavy and 
unresponsive or light and seriously 
weak If you hadn't guessed, most 
unlugged frames are made in the U.S. 
American bike-makers have 
weakened their frames further by 
removing the top tube to make a 
"women's model " Unless you're 
planning on riding in a dress, women 
should buy "men's models" or one of 
the European "unisex" bikes and 
adjust the saddle forward to reach the 
handlebars comfortably 
3. Avoid overlapping gears 
UNKNOWN TO MANY, not all 10- 
speed bikes have 10 speeds The 
combination of five rear and two front 
gears, or sprockets, can create 10 
different speeds (5x2 equals 101 -but 
not always 
If bike-makers don't put together the 
right combination of sprockets land 
guess which country most often 
doesn't), the overlapping gears will 
result in the feeling that you're shifting 
but not doing anything 
Unfortunately, even with a mini- 
calculator it takes awhile to figure out 
whether gears overlap, much too long 
if a salesperson's hovering over you. 
But there are some good gear 
combinations for louring and general 
use you can ask for These include: a 
rear sprocket cluster ranging from 14 
teeth to 32 teeth with two front 
sprockets of 52 and 38 teeth or 52 and 40 
teeth Another good match is a 14-34 
rear cluster with 45- and 52 teeth front 
sprockets 
One other thing for once-around- 
the-dorm usage three speeds will serve 
you as well as 10. but a five-speed bike 
is usually a bad deal. They cost only $10 
to $20 less than a ten-speed, are no less 
complex and don't ride much better 
than a three-speed. 
Ten-speed freaks or not. for your 
brushes with the bicycle backlash the 
two best books on do-it-yourself repair 
I've found are Derailleur Bicycle 
Repair (XYZYZ Corporation) and. for 
more esoteric jobs. The Complete 
Book of Bicycling by Eugene A. Sloane 
i Trident Press) 
I AGREE totally that beer shuld be 
banned from the campus Look at all 
you drunken bums out there laying all 
over the sidewalks and disrupting the 
whole scene If only you people could 
keep your heads together after 12 beers 
like I'm doing right now then 
everything would be alright and 1 
wouldn't complain But I'm sick of 
people complaining over something as 
trivial as this. 
Hell. I don't drink anything less than 
eight per cent which you can't buy in 
the Union anyway 
After 26 and a half beers it's kind of 
hard to write this dumb column Where 
wasP 
Oh. yeah In regards to Gene's ban. I 
prefer Dial Super-dry anyway. No. 
that's not the subject I think that after 
43 beers 1 don't mind a drink alter all 
Jeez, what do you do when the drinking 
fountain breaks down, drink Kool Aid'' 
Oh. boy is Uncle Geno gonna be mad 
at me. 
Beer is total corruption and 
abandonment,    wastefulness    and 
gluttony,     thirst-quenching     and and 
and... FUN! Uncle Geno, you can get 
Time to quit. 87 Little Kings is my 
limit Hey. CD.. I've just proved that 
a person can get stoned cold drunk 
without even buying a beer on campus 
Uncle Geney. your wasting your 
lime. Why can't I see straight'' I only 
had 102 beers 
What lime is It! Who cares" What 
level of thinking are we thinking on' 
Who keeps banging my head with a 
hammer'' Who glued my head to the 
desk top? 
Question: Dear Dr. Liberty. I found 
your letter in the May 16 issue of The 
BG News distasteful and disgusting 
Are you an idiot' You must be sick and 
perverted Signed Burning Mad. 
Answer I thought my article was 
kinda cute, my IQ is 128. I have a 
temperature of 966 wheh is normal, 
and my analyst said I no longer have a 
shoe fetish. 
Rick Liberty 
342 Darrow 
J.F. terHorst 
Private comments from some of the 
letter-signing senators make that 
clear 
TYPICAL WAS the explanation of 
one Republican who is a strong Ford 
man and who has endeavored to 
improve U.S. relations with the Arab 
lands "I signed because I can't afford 
to irritate my Jewish voters," he said 
Twenty-three of the 33 senators up 
lor reelection in 1976 are among the 
signers So is every prospective 
Democratic candidate for president 
next year Lawmakers of every 
political hue and every geographic 
region are on the list 
Pro-Israel staffers of New York 
Senator Jacob Javils. Indiana's Birch 
Bayh, and Washington's Henry M 
Jackson are credited with coming up 
with the idea for the joint letter to the 
president. 
Aiding in the cause was the 
American-Israel Public Affairs 
Committee, a registered lobby group 
for strengthening US relations with 
Israel 
AT LEAST A dozen senators signed 
reluctantly, saying it was politically 
easier to do that than to refrain 
Only Mr. Ford's personal experience 
with congressional politics kept him 
from voicing his irritation over the 
senators' letter. 
Instead, he reacted with gratitude to 
a separate letter sent him by Illinois 
Senator Charles Percy who. while 
voicing support for Israel, feared the 
mass letter would be injurious to both 
American and Israeli interests at this 
time. 
"1 do not believe that an expression 
of concern for the interests of one 
party to the conflict is adequate at a 
time when American goodwill toward 
all the parties is required." Percv told 
Mr Ford 
In the president's view, the letter is 
more than a reflection of Israel's 
unhappiness with tile Ford-ordered 
reevaluation of American policy that 
followed the breakdown of Kissinger's 
negotiations in March 
TO THE PRESIDENT, it seems to 
exonerate the Israeli government of all 
responsibility for the collapse of that 
diplomatic effort while interfering 
with his efforts to convince Sadat and 
other Arab leaders that the U.S wants 
to be even-handed in its Middle East 
dealings 
The Ford-Sadat meeting is not 
intended to be a major bargaining 
session but mainly a get-acquainted 
exercise in advance of the Middle East 
conference at Geneva that is being 
jointly sponsored by the US and the 
Soviet Union 
What Mr Ford wants to probe is 
Sadat's sincerity for peace with Israel 
and Arab willingness to recognize 
Israel's right to exist as a state 
Such rhetoric is now coming from 
Arab leaders for the first time in a 
quarter of a century 
For the same length of time. Mr 
Ford has been a staunch supporter of 
Israel and its need for adequate arms 
and economic support 
Just last January he spoke of the 
' commonality of interest" between 
the US and Israel He feels the same 
way today, which is why he resents the 
heavy-handed untimely letter from the 
senators with its implication that in 
order to be pro-Israel he must of 
necessity be anti-Arab 
Copyright.     1975.     Uaiversal     Press 
Syndicate Detroit News 
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blue belle is a killer 
WASHINGTON-In the first known 
instance of a major government 
official defending his subconscious 
policies. Dr Kissinger replied to the 
Freudian critics of the Cambodian tail- 
kick by saying. "We are not looking 
around for opportunities to prove our 
manhood " To which my friend. 
Michael J Doonesbury. alias G.B. 
Trudeau. observed. "No. we're trying 
to prove our womanhood " Ms. Caucus 
goes to war 
Hence Blue Belle The Lt Col in the 
Pentagon's press office calls her "a 
daisy cutter -something a bit 
Freudian about that-and avers that he 
wouldn't like to take her out dancing 
lest she step on his toes, for Blue Belle 
is the world's largest, conventional 
bomb 
She weighs 15.000 pounds, and you 
can bet when they dropped her on the 
wrong island the other day she singed 
the eyelids off of those Cambodian 
jungle bunnies Who savs girls can't 
fight- 
Blue Belle is so big the Air Force has 
to roll her out the back door of one of 
its huge transoort planes What a way 
to treat a lady! 
I IMAGINE HER. graceful in her 
bulk, suspended from three wires 
attached to three B-S2s. dancing across 
Cambodian skies, her lovely blue self 
covered with carefully hand-painted 
flowers Don't call her Big Mama 
Think of her as a lovely prima 
ballerina of death Blue Belle, we love 
you. Honey, and that's not said with 
disrespect 
Everywhere they're writing and 
talking about the heroic recapture of 
the U.S. Mayonnaise James Reston. 
the most-respected name in 
journalism, said. "It was a success." 
and the Pshaw of Iran, over here with 
his beautiful wife, the Pshawonunu 
Lady Dibadiba pronounced it a capital 
occasion while some of his more 
youthful and heedless subjects 
picketed his embassy denouncing him 
as a murderer. 
Not a word of acknowledgement for 
you Blue Belle, the world's first 
aerodynamically perfect lady. 
Blue Belle, my dear, they tried to 
give all the credit to a man. Can you 
believe such a wise, such a perfect 
master of the English language as The 
New York Times' distinguished C.L 
Sulzberger writing "Overnight, by 
resolute and skillful leadership in toe 
Mayaguez crisis. President Ford has 
seemingly moved from the doldrums of 
Hooverdom toward the vigor of Harry 
Truman. He made up his mind:  he 
~1 
Nicholas 
von Hoffman 
consulted political leaders; he acted, 
and he succeeded." 
Hee. hee. hee! Do they still think it's 
men who fight wars" 
THEY ACED YOU out. Blue Belle, 
and Evans and Novak did the same 
"Mr. Ford rejected their (the 
generals'! argument for strict 
application of the rule of 
proportionality—meeting an enemy's 
force with no more than the minimum 
required counterforce behind the 
president's rejection of a strict rule of 
proportionality' was the looming 
problem of South Korea He chose to 
employ slightly more military force 
than required in order to signal the 
Communist government of North 
Korea..." 
If you had been a man. Blue Belle, if 
your name had been Blue Billy, you 
wouldn't have understood why you had 
to give your life to Cambodia to send a 
letter to North Korea 
A man would have said. "I thought 1 
was supposed to go in there on that 
island to save the lettuce and the 
mayonnaise If we got sumpthin' to tell 
those North Korea reds, why don't we 
pick up the phone and call em?" 
But. Blue Belle, as big as you are. 
you are just as subtle. And. even if you 
are gone, you have left us with a new 
acuity of mind. The talk in the White 
House reflects this new sharpness of 
comprehension: 
RUMSFELD: Gotta minute. Jer? 
The Pres: It's a pretty heavy day. 
Rummy Three commencement 
speeches and the ball for the president 
of Finland to tell him our word can be 
counted on 
Rumsfeld: Sure. Jer. Just a couple of 
minor things Looks like maybe we left 
a few marines on that island. No 
reflection on your bold leadership, but 
we could have an itty-bitty POW 
situation on our hands. 
The Pres: Well, break out toe 
bracelets again. Is that all? 
Rumsfeld: There's a message from 
Poland. They just wanted you to know 
that  when  they  bomb Long  Island 
tomorrow they're not doing it because 
we snatched that ship of theirs and 
towed it into San Francisco the other 
day. They're only trying to signal 
Rumania 
THE PRES: Well, why don't they 
bomb Alcatraz" I mean their boat's in 
San Francisco. 
Rumsfeld I asked them that. Jer. I 
do try to live up to my reputation as 
being a super efficient chief of staff 
who covers all the bases for you. gets 
your ducks in a row and gives you the 
time to exercise decisive leadership 
Anyway. Jer. the Poles messaged that 
they admire America so much they'd 
prefer to bomb the wrong island 
The Pres That makes sense 
Anything else. Rummy" I want to get 
out of here and tell those graduating 
classes that inflation was worse under 
George Washington 
Rumsfeld There's a woman outside 
who insists on having her daughter 
buried at Arlington I don't get it. Jer 
The Pres Well, what's her 
daughter's name" 
Rumsfeld Blue Belle 
Copyright. 1975, The Washington Post- 
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Shooting 
BRAMPTON. Onl. (API-Police reported one person 
killed yesterday in a high school shooting incident in which 
11 pupils and a school staff member were also injured 
A police inspector said the person killed was believed to 
be one of those who fired at pupils in the basement of 
Centennial Secondary School in this community 25 miles 
northwest of Toronto. 
Police have no immediate explanation of the shooting 
and details of the incident were sketchy 
Allan Andrychuck. a mathematics teacher, said he was 
in the men's washroom when he heard shooting "I looked 
out the door and saw a guy with a rifle at eye level I 
ducked back into the washroom and then heard another 
volley of shots " 
Regents 
COLl'MBl'S (API-A Dayton representative called 
yesterday for a study of the Ohio Board of Regents, saying 
he has doubts about its usefulness or effectiveness 
Rep Thomas Fries i D-35 Dayton I called for the study, 
to be conducted by the Legislative Service Commission 
"It is time to cut through the administrative overgrowth 
of ivory tower policy making." Fries said 
it is time to accurately and fairly decipher if the Board 
of Regents is a necessary attribute to the educational 
process in the State of Ohio " 
Fries said his concern about the board is tied to his 
pending bill creating a state college of osteopathic 
medicine He said the regents have put out erroneous 
figures about Ohio's health care status 
He said his disputes with the board over the hospital 
have' opened my eyes'' about the board 
Retailers 
CINCINNATI (API-Several local clothing retailers 
have discovered there's no more need for expensive 
surveillance equipment to check for possible shoplifters 
They've solved that problem with an electronic wafer 
which is attached to their merchandise before it goes on 
the rack 
When an item is paid for. the clerk snips the wafer, and 
the customer can leave. 
If a shoplifter leaves the store with the wafer still 
attached, an alarm goes off as the garment passes through 
the door 
"It makes such a difference in the atmosphere of the 
store." said Kathy Henderson, sales clerk at one store 
"We don't always have to go around looking down people s 
throats to see what they are doing If they shoplift, we get 
them " 
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Council discusses conference 
By Patricia Slaa 
Staff Repartee 
Academic Council 
members spent yesterday 
afternoon's session debating 
the recommendation given 
them by the Senate Execu- 
tive Committee iSECl con- 
cerning the Values and 
Evaluation Day conference 
The SEC recommendation 
asked council to approve a 
conference similar to the 
one held this spring for the 
1975-76 academic year 
It also asked that a non- 
class weekday during the 
1976-77 academic year be set 
aside for a I'mversity-wide 
Values and Evaluation Day 
conference 
Council members dis- 
cussed the merits of holding 
the conference on a Satur- 
day, holiday, during even- 
ings or on weekday after- 
noons, but no agreements on 
the form of the conference 
were reached 
Dr M Douglas Reed 
dean of the Firelands 
campus, said Saturday 
would be the best day for the 
conference since it is the 
only day when Kirelands stu- 
dents can travel to the main 
campus to participate 
BIT MARY Helen 
Kramme. Student Govern- 
ment Association iSGA' 
representative, and Mark 
Berman.  Graduate Student 
Senate iGSSi representa- 
tive, assured council that if 
the meeting were held on a 
Saturday, student atten- 
dance would be low 
Framme suggested hold 
ing the conference on two 
consecutive afternoons and 
evenings because students 
who would be too busy to 
attend one day would be able 
to attend the next 
After much discussion, it 
was moved that the planning 
committee for the next 
Values and Kvaluation Day 
conference be given the 
option of having the confe- 
rence either on a Saturday 
or on two weekday after 
noons The motion failed 
A motion to approve hold- 
ing another conference next 
spring was passed The plan- 
ning committee will decide 
on a time for the conference 
The second part of SEC's 
recommendation asked that 
a day be added to the spring 
calendar of the 1976-77 aca- 
demic year for a I'niversity- 
wide Values and Kvaluation 
Day conference 
DR. KARL VOGT. dean of 
the college of business 
administration, said that no 
such decision could be made 
because the council had "no 
experience with alternative 
plans " 
He said that adding 
another day to the quarter 
would dictate that the confe- 
rence be held on only one 
day Since the format for 
next year's conference was 
not decided. Dr. Vogt sug- 
gested that council could not 
vote on the issue 
University Provost 
Kenneth Rothe said that a 
day must be added to the 
calendar or the meeting will 
have to be planned for a 
class day. as it was this 
spring He emphasized that 
classes should not be can- 
celed to accommodate the 
conference 
A MOTION directing the 
University's Calendar Com- 
mittee to add one day to 
spring quarter 1977 in order 
to accommodate the values 
conference failed. 
In other action. Dr Rothe 
asked council members if 
they thought council should 
review University academic 
departments' quadrennial 
reports The reports pre- 
sently are reviewed by the 
Council of Deans, the Pro- 
vost's Office and the Com- 
mittee on Program Evalua- 
tion (COPEi 
Dr Richard Hoare. chair- 
man of the geology 
department, suggested that 
the deans should bring 
before council any points 
about the reports that re- 
quire discussion Dr Rothe 
agreed and the meeting was 
adjourned 
Wants to reaffirm America's dependability 
Ford conferences center on NATO 
BRUSSELS. Belgium (AP) -Gerald Ford 
arrived in Europe yesterday hoping to steady 
a North Atlantic alliance torn by internal 
troubles and nervous about America's 
dependability 
"I want to reaffirm at this time and will do 
so again in Brussels the United States' 
commitment to the North Atlantic treaty 
which is vital to American security and well- 
being." the President said 
SIX DAYS OF hectic diplomacy await 
Ford in Europe  In Brussels, then later in 
Madrid. Salzburg and finally in Rome he has 
arranged meetings with the heads of 17 allied 
and friendly governments 
Issues he will discuss include the 
American role in the world. East-West 
relations, the security of the Atlantic 
sealanes. possibilities of a resumed 
American-led quest for an Arab-Israeli 
peace and the state of the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization i NATOl 
THE STATE of NATO will be dominant 
during the two-day summit conference of the 
15   allied   leaders   who   yesterday   were 
Save that ol' News! 
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beginning to assemble and meet with each 
other here 
Instability stalks along NATO's southern 
flank from Ankara to the Azores. 
This flows from the Greek Turkish feud 
over Cyprus and from the left-wing takeover 
in Portugal. 
Against this background Ford has been 
pressing -with little success thus far -his 
reluctant NATO allies to formally recognize 
the contribution Spain Is making to Western 
security through Its military cooperation 
with the United States 
MOST EUROPEAN members of NATO 
are still opposed to the Idea of associating 
themselves with the authoritarian regime of 
Generalissimo Francisco Franco, which won 
power in 1939 with the help of Hitler and 
Mussolini 
There are problems in NATO's central 
sector too. 
There the arms and armies of the 
Communist countries are catching up with 
the allies in terms of quality and combat 
capacity 
SOVIET STRENGTH is also mounting in 
the northern sector, especially in the arctic 
and in the seas around Norway. 
Political uncertainties and economic 
stresses have been alarming NATO as well. 
Europeans have been questioning the 
validity of American presidential pledges in 
the aftermath of the fall of America's allies 
in Indochina and at a time when Congress 
seems bent on preserving its regained rights 
and powers to check and balance executive 
actions 
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GERMAN AND RUSSIAN 
Courses available during Fall Quarter 1975 
without knowledge of German or Russian 
German 100 (2 hrs.) INTRODUCTION TO LANGUAGE 
STUDIES: GERMAN. 
7:30-8:30 MW, Section 1899. SPECIAL SECTION. The first 
course in a mini-course sequence on Conversational Ger- 
man. Based on the "Guten Tag" Film Series. 1-3 Wednes- 
day, Section 1898. Regular Section. 
German 260 (4 hrs.) MODERN GERMAN LITERATURE IN 
TRANSLATION. 
3-5 MW, Section 1914 and 7:30-9:30 TR. Section 1915. 
German 315 (4 hrs.) GERMAN CULTURE AND CIVILIZA- 
TION. 2 MTRF, Section 1917. 
German 316 (4 hrs.) CONTEMPORARY GERMAN LIFE. 1 
MTRF, Section 1918 
German 360 (4 hrs.) HERMANN HESSE: JOURNEY TO 
ONE'S SELF. 3-5 MW, Section 1922. Prerequisite: one pre- 
vious literature course in any department or permission of 
the instructor. 
Russian 311 (3 hrs.) RUSSIAN LITERATURE: FROM THE 
BEGINNINGS THRU PUSHKIN. 10 MTR, Section 5031. 
Russian 432 (4 hrs.) RUSSIAN FOLKLORE. 
2 MTRF, Section 5037. 
Russian 480 (3 hrs.) DOSTOYEVSKY. 
3 MTR, Section 5038. 
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 WITH ERRORITE! 
To Toon and Macko: 
As o( list Wednesday night 
A yellow dust storm hit our flight. 
With towels and tape on the door 
Your xertow dust covered the floor 
Now is the time lor the tables to turn. 
Because revenge is sweet, and rooms will burn. 
Bods and clothes enioymg the sun. 
While a small white tornado is on the run 
Room  is in a shambles, as you can see 
As you feel the wrath of Bubba and Lee! 
Jacks are ingenious and lots of tun 
But as you can see. the war is WON1 
Come To Our White Elephant Sale 
$AVE$$$ 
Long Sleeve Knit Snirts  reg 12 00    NOW'3.99 
I Shuts. Asst Styles Now V4 price        '-"SHM* 
Selected Sweater lops  Tanks & Blouses .... NOW 40-50% off white Jewelry 
Short Sleeve Shirt Matching Tank Top    NOW'3.49-6.49        R.,4 oo ■ Now 99« 
0*C RACK JEWOJir ivaluesto4 00i  49' 
Pastel Gaberdine and cotton stripe Coordinates   . 25%-40% off I 
Selected Spring Dresses 30%-40% off ■ 
OK MCI ODDS N' EMS SPORTSWEAR Ml '4.99 
i Skirts Blouses Slacks, etc I 
b only Bathing Suits. Reg 1600 NOw99*      V 99    29? f    , 
Body Blouses    Reg   1000 1600   N0W'1.99 ^W g    ^^ 
Selected Spring and Summer Robes. Sleepwear ....  30%-50% off ^k       M     ^m 
1 only Print Hostess P J. Reg 30 00  NOW '9.98 ^sW M 
3 only Hostess Gowns. Reg 21 00 NOW '7.98 
Asst Lingerie   Bras, short full and half slips    99'and '1.99 ^ Bit 
Summer Hats  Scarf Hats  25 to 50% off NOW 
Billfolds  checkmates      NOW 40%-50% Off «  A « 
Summer Pastel Purses   Beaded and cotton    NOW '3.99-5.99 
1975 Calendars  Reg 4 00 4 50  NOW 99' 
Bo» Everyday Cards  reg 25cto60c NOW 10' 
MANY UNLISTED ITEMS 
UL SALES FINAL 
j/lt, P*UMJ4<s/2*//       ef^^V/. 
YOU'RE NOT A BABY MACHINE. 
YOU CAN BRING ON YOUR PERIOD WHEN YOU WANT IT. 
If you have a nfgattve: p*eg«ancy test,-and your period Is not over 14 days late, 
our licensed, qualified staff of doctors can remove the menses by vacuum 
aspiration, in about 3 minutes! Bring on, shorten, or schedule your period. 
Menstrual Regulation is a safe, simple method of "morning after" birth control, 
which we hope will totally replace the still experimental, definitely dangerous 
"Morning After Pill." Menstrual regulation saves the worry and expense of ter- 
minating a confirmed, more advanced pregnancy. With menstrual regulation, 
you'll never know for sure if you were pregnant, unless you want to know. 
Patients under 18 must be accompanied by a parent or guardian, or bring 
notarized written parental consent. (If your period is over 14 days late, call us 
for counseling, legal abortion, or other medical and emotional help with problem 
pregnancy.) Call now for an appointment; no waiting. 
PREGNANCY TEST FREE 
MENSTRUAL REGULATION $50.00 
NATIONAL HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
10605 Chester Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44106 
(216) 795-1900 Ohio-wide toll free (800) 362-1452 
Where's the station that 
plays your requests, runs 
more contests, and feature 
the voices of real people? 
It's not inToledo. 
It's not inDetroit. 
It's right here. 
WFAL680a.ni. 
Hour campus station. 
i 
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PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1   Sells tickets 
illegally 
7 Skilled workman 
13 Counting 
calories: Phrase 
14 Chanted 
16 Daub 
17 Alarm 
18 " freedom 
ring" 
19 Bureau with 
mirror 
21 Stood for office 
22 State flower of 
Tennessee 
24 Arctic people 
25 Army man: 
Abbr. 
26 Actor Nelson 
27 Theologian's 
dec. 
28 High-strung; 
29 Tools for making 
borders 
32 Originated 
34 One kind of asset 
at income tax 
time 
36 "Beauty and 
39 Summer hats 
43 Lassoed 
44 But: Lai 
46 Century plant 
47 Dry as dust 
48 Rebound 
50 Portray 
51 Business abbr. 
52 Very line 
glassware 
64 Sound from a 
cote 
55 Not taking sides 
67 Rival 
69 Having threadlike 
lines 
60 Attractive 
61 Set of seven 
62 Room for action 
DOWN 
1 Showed scorn 
2 Assigning roles 
3 Naval officer: 
Abbr. 
4 Mahler's "Das 
—— von der 
Erde" 
5 Singer Bailey 
6 Steady sue* 
cession of people 
7 Squander 
8 Chips in 
9 Excel 
10 Rocky pinnacle 
11 New member 
12 Backslide 
13 Do a favor for 
15 Like some 
fenders 
20 Runners 
23 Hothouse area 
25 Grand  
Station 
28 Camper's cover 
30 Grass 
31 Health resort 
33 Water craft: 
Abbr. 
35 Very brief 
literary 
composition 
I 
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36 Prepares, as for 
a bout 
37 Stinging insects 
38 Gastronome 
40 Fictional foiler 
of thieves 
41 Feminine 
42 Washington 
group 
45 "You don't say 
to I* 
48 Box 
49 An Eisenhower 
52 Combining form 
for "partisan" 
53 The Evangelist 
56 Hint 
58 BlacVtstone's 
topic 
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DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau 
Y0UKN0W,IHR£P,I 
WISH HO COUW HAVE 
UVED 10SUAU THIS 
H0U HE LOVED SAIbON 
IN me spam1 
l 
I'M SURE HB KNOWS OF 
OUR. VICTOR*, SIR UNCLE 
HO MAY HAVE bONE TO 
HIS MAKER, BUT HE% 
VERY MUCH WITH 
US TODAY1 x 
% 
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DO I HAVE 
7VXEMINP 
YOU WE'RE 
60DLESS?' 
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We ora not ran joniible for mistaket unUu notified en hftl day   o<     mttiion 
CAMPUS CALENDAR T1MK6PM   THl'RS   MAY campus^    marr.ed    couple ■   ■ ' ■■ ■■* ■'       -..-...■■— 29TH preferred 
Thursday. May 29.1W5  —  ~       .      .^ 
BGSl: Karate (lubtiojukai meet Aud . St  Thomas More Parish to be" your little Thanks lor the ^ose  to campus    For   more 
5 30-7 30p m     nice hunt  Love Kathv information call 352 1176 after 5 
—■ p m 
BC KoSutemi I)o)o practice session Km 201 Haves Hall. 7 30-9 30  
p m *1 00 oil on all classical LP s .it Ap,   („ r,n,  „:„ QO Summer 
FINDERS  352*72«atter6 
Active Christians Todav Bible studies Bromfield Cale. 7 a m 3.4 4 — ——' 
B p m 60S Clough Si Dl'"«- Thank* lor making my Furnished apt  2 bedroom need ■—; ■ yeannolliccagreatone CYA i mai, rml   available June I 
Christian Science Organizational  testimony  meeting b 15 iTout iv>-4ian m aai trH St   *nt  14 (nap,., JoAnn     Mom   we think you re JM_43Wort4l jrdM Apt 12 
the   GREATEST'"    Have   a HoUse       Summer   -   614   E 
Happy   Day'   Love,   all   your Wooster Cheap'   Call 372-3911 
RIDES '  m  rmmte fall, across from Alpha Phi s anytime 
Hide available to NYC; May JO.        T™'I*^4-m-0-P-Ul 2 "*' Stereo Upes E* each with STI'DENT   APTS   Summer 4 
Call Meg 352-4219 Need 2 persons to sublease apt second one lor  ■■ price   All Kail Ige 2 bdrm turn close to 
.„.„._„„ on 4th St lor summer $50 mo lypes o[ speakers  home 4 car campus       UNIVERSITY 
LOST AND FOUND        3521227 ihomeuiuts   Im am stereo loi VILLAGE   APTS   23S   Merer 
li*tT   IKM,. ,„ui „;.. _.,„h  cars" Upe decks, lull line ol BC Rd 352-01*4 
LUM   While gold •risiiwaich.        2 female rmmLs needed lor fall radios    4    all    equipment 
II luunapleasecaiii7i-4»70  quarter Call352-6004 lantennasi     Discount    Stereo Now   leasing   I   bdrm    apts 
I (1ST    Silver sliiul rina   tM  Tapes  nest to Big N 1150 mo Pinehurst Apartments 
reward W7*M N<*<*   one   nul«   ,0  »•»■«» 220 Napoleon Rd 352-1460 
reward 3S2 7628 apartment for 75-76   Call 2- All 17 98 list price 8 track 4 
iim,,,,m, 5962 cassette   tapes  onlv   16 39   at Rooms near campus   Fall and 
nBirwAMTEU   FINDERS summe, rentals 352-7385 
HOCSFBOYS needtil for Fall        ' ma'e roomate needed for sum-  ■75 Call2 2588 mer and lollowing school year New Doobie       Bros 2   bedroom   apartments   near 
. z^      $78 mo Call 3528162 alter 5 "Stampede". Elton John   Capl, Towers     Fall    rales    for    4 
Summer babysitter needed mv  Fantastic", and other records 4 students Summer rales lor 2.3. 
home 9-5 353 9224 call after 7 Wanted 2 roommates, summer Upe, only $3.75. Call 372-4143 or 4 students 352 7365 $50 mo   each   Furnished   352- We Deliver" 
SERVICES OFFERED 8385  Students needed to (ill 4 man 
 The new Elton John LP is only apartments at Campus Manor 
— ; ■ ■        Need 1 m   to sublease apt  lor $3 89 at FINDER'S lor Fall school vear 352 9302 or 
Voice lessons lor the summer        next school year   fib mo  372-  352 7365evenings 
Charlene   Harris.   372 2721   or       30*1 $3 89 will now buy vou an LP at —2  
Room 313 Johnston Hall  FINDER'S Campus Manor 4 man apart- 
- Need 3 people to sublet bottom  ments just a lew left  Ph 352- 
Gelling    marr.ed'    Wedding       0f house at 1220 E   Wooster FOR SALE  9302 or 352 7365 evenings 
Photography by David McNeill        Rent lor summer $159 person ~      .    „. ... , ; ~  
353 3792 352-375* Porsche  U 911 L  am Im - ! 2 bdrm   lurnished apts   a c. 
iT"; .    M   , :—       "l,oy wh*'l» • ««*">»« condl \m*M   lor   summer   4   fall Decisions      Need    to   talk"       1 I. rmmte needed next vear at uon $4400 - Must sell immed Summer rates   Call evenings 
Emotional and Material Preg        Haven House 372-4292 David O Dell 8654305 or 893 353.31434 J52 3689 
nancv Aid. 352-6236  070$  
. '—;—      II needed to sublet lor fall qtr  GREENV1EW     APTS     now 
Abortion   Inlormation  Service       353-0772 1966 Ford Window Van $300.00 renting  lor  Summer  4  Fall 
starting rate $125  Clinic very        -„~.,B  352-8728 alter»  SPECIAL  SUMMER   RATES 
licensed certilied gynecologist        •»*""*•* MU»TmL:llMg  &SS?i££gSf** Modern  techniques  and finest       up an u-lor only w «r      
facilities   Immediate arrange-       Sam Ba   carrvout sells beer offer■ JTTMM MI EAST MERRY   U» Uun 
ments will be made with no       and wine until  I a m   every  one   block   from   campus    2 
hassle   Call collect.  24  hour       n,ght 72 Vega, best offer   352-6928 bedroom, furnished air condi- 
service 1-218*31-1557.  '■  alter 5. Honed    and    in    excellent 
»      ,    „,,._.„„   _.._ Karen 4 Bob. proot that love is  condition Tenants onlv pay the 
Need     PHOTOGRAPHS'       not   hindered  bv   distance or 7 (t. Boa Constrictor and big electric Is set up for 4 persons 
portraits      passports,     apph-       ume Best wishes lor a long and "lie   Must sell before finals onc vacancy left for Fall $74 00 
P.fiK?.1'., 1 ff    «P«cials.       happy   life   together    Di   and 352445*  per person per month 
WEISSBHOI)    Studio    123     W. Pank  lai    SIXTH     STRFFT      Sam. &  ==»=^ aa.r-'" —f^ 
yw
**  Wilson goll clubs - full set 2-9 person per month   For more 
1 m   rm.m.1. 1.11 .,.,»        Blanche - One month left lo irons. 1.3.4.5 woods, wedge Bag inlormation    call    Newlove 
,75 moTTouru[ ".rK       **»  andcMt-$.75 372-4449 HfeOtyUJ-TIII.  
J?y»°l      ENTER    I'AO WFAL    MAD Rek-O-lUt turnublc  sure M91 APARTMENTS     2 bedrooms. 
4 subleases mm  «rr  m F        RECORD RIP OFF cartridge   good condl Uon   $25 lurnished 352-4*71  
g^sS SlaVSl^:       FRAETA,SRyNRGE   THE   "V" ^^ ■  AP.   July.   Aug   aeml-lurn   2 
»«»      PRIZE    OF    15    ALBUMS Slu<1«n«'     w'11    ""y    >«» bdrm 352-«7*7.372-002*Galen 
F     rmate   needed   summer       ENTRY  FEE IS ONLY 50* j?jj?jfa.!i **..* X&L Summer leases lor furnished air 
$5* mo Near campua. 2-52*7 STUDENTS CAN SIGN UP AT ^,." rV?» condluoned   efficiencies    352- 
7" " ■ ■        UAO OFFICE ON 3rd FLOOR "*""'**  4*59 
If rmmte needed share house       0F    UNION.    2-2343     THE FORUNT  $62 50 mo   across  Irom  Kohl       CONTEST   IS   LIMITED   TO  4 bdrm apt for coeds 41 bdrm 
Hall 372-4972.       yjx   COUPLES    STARTING ' bdrm   apt . lurn . close to both fall 352-7058 alter 4. 
I  We//, don't just sif there-'   SAVE THE NEWS I 
Pop culture hosts professor 
ThUfMk.y,May29, 1975, 
By Pit Tfcomii 
Staff Reporter 
Shun Inoue. professor of 
sociology at Osaka Univer- 
sity in Japan, is visiting the 
University's department of 
popular culture as part of a 
comparative study of Japan- 
ese and American concepts 
of popular culture 
The popular culture study 
acts as an international lan- 
guage, which increases 
cross-cultural understand- 
ing. Inoue said He added 
that popular culture is an 
immediate and far-reaching 
means of recognizing mutual 
interests 
Inoue. who speaks no Eng- 
lish, was accompanied by an 
interpreter-escort from'the 
US Department of State. 
He said language differences 
presented a barrier to under- 
standing, but added that 
visual imagery in popular 
culture was more important 
than language 
ALTHOUGH   THERE   is 
no current academic study 
of popular culture in Japan. 
Inoue said he hopes the 
growing interest in the sub- 
ject will lead to the develop- 
ment of Japanese popular 
culture as an academic 
field 
Inoue. a member of the 
Japanese Sociological Asso- 
ciation, said he became 
interested in popular culture 
12 years ago He said 
sociologists not directly 
involved in current trends 
tend to lose contact with 
society 
According to Inoue. the 
most outspoken supporters 
of the stud> of popular cul- 
ture in Japan are the young 
and  the  media  critics and 
commentators. 
Inoue's month-long tour of 
the United States is part of 
the State Department's 
International Visitor Pro- 
gram and includes stops at 
New York City, Washington 
DC Phoenix. Los Angeles. 
San Francisco and Honolulu 
In addition to Bowling 
Green, he has visited Yale 
University and plans to tour 
the University of Illinois 
Minority students to rally tomorrow 
A rally protesting several 
"inadequacies'' that exist 
for University minority stu- 
dents will occur 4 p.m 
tomorrow in front of Wil- 
liams Hall, according to 
Montel Jennings, a co-organ- 
izer of the rally 
The purpose of the rally is 
"to raise students' levels of 
consciousness here at Bowl- 
ing Green State University 
concerning their conditions, 
academically as well as 
socially.'' Jennings said 
Jennings cited  the  need 
Vet applications 
due at University 
Veterans planning to attend the University this fall or 
summer were to have returned to the Office of the Registrar 
the last page of the Veterans News The veterans should 
have received the pamphlet, dated April 18.1975, by mail 
According to Dale Stylinski. Veterans Administration's 
< VAt representative on campus, this was to insure thai their 
advance payment checks will be waiting for them when they 
register 
Any veteran who has not yet submitted this form should 
do so before June 13 If a veteran is changing schools, he 
must inform both institutions by July 1 so the VA can have 
his advance check at the proper place Veterans having 
questions on their Gl Bill entitlements may contact 
Stylinski at 353-2961 or any VA office 
Time is 
running out... 
write a 
letter to 
the editor 
ABORTION 
1250Q 
TOLL FREE 9 AM, 10 P.M 
1 • 800 • 438-3710 
for more culturally oriented 
courses for minority stu- 
dents and the need for "a sig- 
nificant increase in minority 
enrollment" as two discus- 
sion areas at the rally 
■ACCORDING    TO    the 
Department of Health. Edu- 
cation and Welfare 
(HEWi.minority enrollment 
has decreased whereas 
enrollment in other catego- 
ries remained constant or 
significantly increased.'' he 
said 
The protest rallv will 
center upon "neglect of so- 
cial and cultural mobility"' 
and the lack of big name 
entertainment for mino- 
rities." Jennings said. 
There is no place on 
campus other than the 
Amani Room "which has the 
atmosphere for blacks and 
other minorities to relax, 
congregate or enjoy them- 
selves." according to Jen- 
nings 
"Entertainment musi DM 
be always determined from 
a majority populous view 
point because these polu'ies 
are not in correlation to 
minority group desires  The 
upcoming concert iPoe 
Ditch Music Festival! is an 
example of these policies." 
he said 
Jennings said the rally 
will demonstrate the need 
for more black. Chicano and 
Spanish-surnamed faculty 
and administrators and the 
need for a better funding 
system for minority cultural 
groups 
ONE       TENTATIVE 
speaker for the rally is Mark 
Friedman. Ohio coordinator 
of the National Sludcnl 
Coalition Against Racism 
INSCAR i. Jennings said 
In his capacity as Student 
Government Association 
iSGAi vice president. Jen- 
nings has worked on starting 
a NSCAR chapter at the Uni- 
versity 
Marcel Monroe, junior 
I A&S i and co-organizer of 
the rally, said the rally's 
purpose "is nol for violence 
or uprising but to let people 
know conditions that exist " 
Hut Monroe added that if 
people "feel thai violence is 
the method to go about cor- 
recting the inadequacies 
I'm for it " 
Student marshals will pa- 
trol the rally at Campus 
Safety's request. 
Dale Wheeler, freshman 
iB.A I and a marshal at the 
rally, said people at the rally 
can "take care of our own 
business " He said he did not 
anticipate anv trouble at the 
rally. 
Jennings said lhal SGA. 
Black Student Union iBSlM. 
Latin Student Union iLSUI. 
Black African Peoples' 
Association HAP \ and the 
Human Righls Alliance 
IHRAI will be involved in 
the rally 
In the event of rain, the 
rally will be held at the 
Amani Room. Commons 
ShunInoue 
WBGU & WFAL PRESENT: 
WHITEBIRD 75 
A free concert from the steps 
of Williams Hall 
Saturday May 31 from 1-6 p.m. 
f o.ilurmp- im order ol appeaianrei 
TENDERHOOK; DOUG FIELY & STEVE 
ECKSTEIN; BADDOG; JAMES NICHOLS 
BAND; EASY STREET 
M.l|. »  .1 
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cations 
Center 
Operation 
«P»(Ol» 
tp*eai<> 
Prosthetic 
Appliances 
obo'o'Of,  tp*x-ai't< 
Law 
Enforcement 
Medical Care 
and 
Treatment 
Pp   ,i       ii-.1 
KWd-col co'p !   «>•<• 
•ko..   ... 
•<r.•")..*  i»a4«,na  tp«xiol>t 
Seoei wo-li pirckolofr 
Data 
Processing 
*„.o~o..«  do-o  p.<K«..-9 
HH—I o«olr»t 
Au*oit»oi*  do»o p'Oc»i<m<) 
moth.n* oo#<aix>ni tpn ah 
Co*ttpvi»'  piOfl<m»"»' 
Drafting and 
Cartography 
Co''ofloph-i diaf'tmo" 
Con•.■„«'«>.- oVa'lifnan 
O»n«.ol oVottM-a- 
Mop   con.p.1*. 
Finance 
Par "fl  0 Ibviiog  tp*cx>l 
Technical 
Equipment 
Operations 
A'C  ApfMooch  control imouif 
AtC  C'Ownd  contfol approadt 
GCA    .p#, .oi.it 
foil Hi«   m»twoio'oq,    cf.mori 
M»i»o'ol«g.<til  obv*<-»i 
General 
Intelligence 
moo,* mttpmm 
ln*»iliga>f<ca  onolr>) 
AdvftncemeM potKbtM** »'« M"K«I*'*T impor- 
tant to tome yownf mon and wompft. Towr 
cotfo MfM couM PjwUft* you tor ■ ajJMM 
rapid aP* adamant proa/am mW wi That means 
•■pfcar   pay. of COHTM    Whit   m»,   t« *•*•   "K*» 
anaortMit to rpu, Kowevar. at* tf»a oppoWwWa* 
for r aiponnfratj that anil OpPfl Up I0OWW 
Mayta after four ftn of coPapa, you're not 
roatji iwrp amal yow want to do Maya* (row Ju»f 
■ant to tan tour caoaa—n. iao amero your 
itranfttii are farhept you oven •ant to papaorp 
aome fto-ta otmw than your major Wo nuM 
onabM you to So full that 
ThoM "•• t'<i conneclad anth a job admiTtad 
ly ilio pro important, tf-np Hko ppportunmpa to 
•jot to anouj paopia H mora than juat othor 
amploraea, recreational facPriMn. tna chanco to 
travel paVJal you'ra it* frpp to pet pwpy 
Wp'ro parart o* aP theaa camdaraftoni and 
many more. And. are tfcM ant tan offer you 
ampto|rrneM that eel Minify many of your can 
Mpypp you ltd Batt of the Amy * tormi of 
tfw vpy it waa. Wad uw to te» Ml you aaowt 
ftp in i ■ in fact, todayI Anna «*H covW PP 
the beat place for you to pel itartad- Vou may 
onfy want to iiaym two orPVoo yean - awouph 
Bme to eon. tmnf* out, to pptpMth luurppff - 
or yew may la»d the fVrny pffon a chaapnapnp 
taraar opportu-** 
What are you looking for in a job? 
Why not take 30 minutes to discuss possibilities open to you in the Army. You can ar- 
range an appointment by calling 352-3747. If you prefer to stop in the office, we're 
located in the new federal building, room 102. 
SUMMER SAVING 
SPECTACULAR 
LATja^r ARWVJAU AT n\£ ^cotAXOWS. 
For Your Library 
For Your Final Paper 
Fathers Day 
For Summer Leisure 
For Graduation Presents 
Special Shipment of 
QUALITY PAPERBACKS 
99c 
SAVINGS UP TO 
75% 
UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE 
STUDENT SERVICES BLDG. 
* 
* 
* 
t 
WINTHROP   TERRACE 
NORTH & SOUTH 
NOW TAKING DEPOSITS ON APARTMENTS 
FOR SUMMER & FALL OCCUPANCY 
SUMMER RATES FOR NEW TENANTS AS FOLLOWS 
J165.°7M0.-2 PEOPLE ONLY IN A 2 BEDROOM - 2 BATH 
*155°7M0.-2 PEOPLE ONLY IN A 2 BEDROOM - 1 BATH 
$140°°/MO.-2 PEOPLE ONLY IN A 1 BEDROOM - 1 BATH 
FALL RATES START AT $60°°/PERS0N 
OFFICE: AT WINTHROP SOUTH, 400 E. NAPOLEON ROAD- 352-9135 
OPEN 9-12 & 1-5 MON.-FRI. SAT. 10-12 & 1-3 
**i*;^:***"j»7*' itltiKltJtw 
*/Th. M N.wi, Ihurwtey, May 39, 1975 
Supreme Court rules 
on blood, breath tests 
COLUMBUS (API-The 
Supreme Court has ruled 
thai * person arrested for 
drunken driving does not 
have the right to consult 
with an attorney before he 
decides whether to take a 
blood or breath test 
The court in a 5 2 decision 
yesterday ruled that the test 
Is a civil matter when it 
Involves possible license 
suspension, and therefore 
does not come under sixth 
Amendment rights 
guaranteeing counsel for a 
criminal defendant 
THE DECISION upholds 
the   license   suspension   of 
Leo McNulty of May field 
Heights, who argued his 
rights were violated when he 
was refused the test. 
He originally declined to 
take it until consulting with 
an attorney 
When offered a blood- 
alcohol test, he said he 
would wait until he had 
talked with his lawyer 
When his attorney 
arrived, he told McNulty to 
take the test. But police 
refused to administer it. 
citing McNulty's earlier 
refusal. 
MCNULTY'S driver's 
license was suspended auto- 
matically under the state's 
THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT 
ADMISSION $1.00 WITH STUDENT I.D. 
l.'N.'iflok NOW PLAYING 
■BS&MoW 
The Second Greatest Flijer in tlieW>rlcl 
ROBOT REDPOKD 
INAOCOCOCDOVHIlLfltN 
W%UMU»M*.H(UMiOt(«MI   Von*..»*IUIA«OOIIH»A"I 
W'fUOtU WWII     0»*~BsWr>HllltTslM(Mryi 
uoatt sx»t«i. i—nma ■! "" " PG *S< 
CINEMA n HELD OVER 
3rd WEEK 
7:13-9:30 
the most highly acclaimed film of the year 
"idr 'la dull r vita' 
for th« t970s:' 
lu.tllh ■ rt>). nata <"■» K>*ffail»* 
VV.lt Till lll'.lll \ 
juliti i Imsiir ■ gnldic hawn 
COMING SOON TO 1 G   "Funny lady". 
"Tommy". "Day of Iho locus)". 
CLA-ZEL ADMISSION ALL SHOWINGS 
$1 ALL SEATS $1.00 J] 
NOW PLAYING 
7:30-9:15 
BACK FOR ALL B.G TO 
LAUGH AT AND ENJOY!! 
PORTAGE 
ORIVI  IN THCATR1 
NOW! 
OMNI 00 
SHOWS 0O 
FIRST AREA SHOWING!! 
implied consent law, which 
provides that consent for 
such tests is part of holding 
a license. 
The Supreme Court said 
that since the license 
suspension is a civil action, 
rather than a criminal 
action, lack of an attorney 
does not violate Sixth 
Amendment rights. 
"To conclude that a 
refusal cannot occur until an 
actual consultation with 
chosen counsel is secured 
would emasculate the 
implied consent law." said 
Justice William B Brown 
"MOST    ARRESTS    for 
drunken driving are made 
late at night, and many are 
made in remote or rural 
areas, with counsel not 
easily available.'' he said 
In a dissenting opinion. 
Justice Leonard J Stern 
said even under civil law. 
McNulty should have been 
allowed to consult with an 
attorney before making a 
decision 
"In the law of contracts, it 
is not a refusal or rejection 
of an offer to take the offer 
under advisement." Stern 
said. 
"In my opinion, inter- 
preting appellant's conduct 
in this case as a 'refusal' 
when appellant only failed to 
take the test until he 
consulted with counsel is to 
add a meaning to the word 
that is not there," Stern 
said 
"I'm going to miss it," 
sighed Paul Under as Dr. 
Daniel Hosier and his son 
Dan. junior I B.A.I, were fin- 
ishing the disassembly of the 
100-year-old schoolhouse he 
once attended 
Dr Heisler. assistant pro- 
fessor of education, and his 
three sons have worked 
every weekend since March 
on the old schoolhouse next 
door to Linder's home in 
Norwalk. 
Linder's father bought the 
District Six schoolhouse for 
S250 when it closed in 1917 
He said he remembers that 
when the school was forced 
to close its doors, the area 
residents were so angry that 
they held their PTA meeting 
************** 
HOWARD'S 
CLUB H 
9 Brands of 
DRAFT   /Q 
BEER     %F 
PINBALLS 
NEW 
POOL TABLE 
Noon-2:30 a.m. 
there for several years just 
for spite 
In 1921 there were 24 stu- 
dents in Linder's class. He 
told of how they played base- 
ball even though no one 
could afford a ball. 
"We'd get a stick and 
wrap string around it real 
tight and stick it in a sock/ 
he said. Such a ball was 
found in the rubble of the 
schoolhouse. 
But today Under will 
watch workmen move the 
schoolhouse's foundation 
stones to the University, 
leaving Under only an 
empty lot where the District 
Six school once surrounded 
his life. 
Newsphotos 
and tfery by 
Michael Benson. 
PISANELLO'S 
will no longer 
accept checks 
for the 
remainder of 
this quarter 
THE KING AND HIS LOYAL SHORT SUBJECTS 
BAMBI Mr'f.TS GODZILLA 
TICKETS $2.50 
OR 
WITH THIS AD 
3 for $5.00 
ALAN BATES in 
W>C0>«J 'Of MMond thf tunnicit thort e»e» wide1 
THANK YOU. MASK MAN 
4 linn? Biucf loutirw   n jmmjltd cjrtoon 
KING OF 
HEARTS 
In in isolited surreal pocket of World Mir I the British 
send Aim Bales mto 4 highly unlikely Imjr French town to 
discover a bomb The townspeople have lied and the inmates 
of the local asylum have taken their place The resulting inter 
action gives us some ol the most enchanting sequences on 
Mm When the reality ot the retiming armies breaks the bubble 
and the inmates have returned to the asylum we can really 
share Bales confusion about which people are really insane 
In our opinion KING OF HEAR1S is a rare treal funny and sad 
at (he same time 
This wacky, beautiful dim has awakened become a giant 
and turned the move world upsile down 
There is one iM\un for this phenomenon people love the King 
WISTW00J-1M2 snnNMTMW 
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J     CHERRY HILL VILLAGE APTS. PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.     J 
NOW LEASING MANAGEMENT NOW LEASING 
C        FOR ENTIRE SUMMER FOR ENTIRE SUMMER        T 
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE FEATURES: 
• lull Itiimshefl apts 
• central gas an conditioning and healing 
with individual apt  controls 
• sliding glass doors to balcony and patio 
• Gas   equipped laundry area available in 
apt  building 
• i ml   ,       ivaHaMe lor each 
• g   indoor 
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE RENTAL OFFICE 
853 NjooieonRu, Suite b 
I 
352 6248 or 352 9378 
FOR FULLY FURNISHED APTS. 
HAMPTON HOUSE 705 7th ST 
BUCKEYE HOUSE 649 6th ST * 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 6th ST ^C 
WT VERNi \ 802 6th ST -j( 
HAVEN HOUSI H 
MAN 1515 E WOOSTER   j( 
The following offer access to the BG TK 
Health Spa, swimming pool, whirlpool, ^( 
sauna and locker room facilities. v 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. ^ 
Management. 1163 Napoleon Rd. je 
■   and I 5    352-9378     £ 
Dr. Daniel Heitlor diicuwet removal of Iho foundation of tho 
Memories 100-yoar-old ichoolhouto with Paul Under at hit ton Daniol 
look* on  Lindor attondod tho school in 1921. 
Americans freed from Laos 
VIENTIANE. Laos (API - 
Tensions eased here yester- 
day as the week-long occu- 
pation of the U.S. Agency for, 
International Development 
IUSAID) compound by left- 
wing students ended and 
three Americans were 
freed 
But a US official charged 
that l.ao police remaining in 
the area violated Tuesday's 
agreement ending the con- 
frontation 
THREE       HEAVILY 
bearded Americans who had 
been confined in the com- 
pound emerged to a feast of 
hamburgers and tuna casse- 
role at the U.S. Embassy 
Soon after about 800 Lao 
employes of USAID lined up 
tor an advance of $25 on 
their back pay. 
The two Marines and a 
civilian were hungry but 
apparently in good condi- 
tion They were freed under 
an agreement in which the 
United States surrendered to 
student demands that it dis- 
solve its USAID mission by 
June 30 
A U.S. Embassy spokes- 
man said armed policemen- 
most of them Communist- 
backed Pathet Lao-were 
still in the compound in vio- 
lation of Tuesday's agree- 
ment returning the com- 
pound to USAID officials 
The spokesman said the 
agreement called for the 
withdrawal of both the stu- 
dents and police from the 
compound He said U.S. 
Charge d'Affaires Christian 
Chapman would meet with 
Lao leaders to reopen the 
negotiations. 
A State Department 
spokesman in Washington 
said the United States in- 
tends to continue diplomatic 
relations with Laos and keep 
the embassy in Vientiane 
open 
THE MAD RECORD RIP-OFF 
UAO/WFAL present a Treasure Hunt 
with a first prize of 
15 Albums of your choice 
entry fee is 50c and is 
limited to mixed couples. 
Sign up at the UAO office 
on the 3rd floor of the 
Union 2-2343 
Date Has Been Changed To: Thursday, May 29 
at 6:00 P.M. Meet at Union 
¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ 
THE BROTHERS OF THETA CHI 
are proud to announce 
their 1974-75 
¥*V         «*«A ■ 
DREAM GIRL 
Patty Worman 
and her court: 
r -. ^ Betty Pappalardo Jeanne Jerome 
Schedule changes 
Fall quarter 
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Decision called hostile 
CINCINNATI (API-Arch 
bishop Joseph Bernardin 
yesterday called the U.S. 
Supreme Court's decision 
regarding state aid to Ohio 
parochial schools reflected a 
"hostility toward religion in 
our society." 
"It is a blow to the morale 
of parents who want to send 
their children to Catholic 
schools in Ohio." said 
Archbishop Bernardin. 
commenting on the courts 
decision to send the Ohio 
law. which provided funds 
for auxiliary services and 
materials to nonpublic 
schools back to a federal 
court for further 
consideration 
Archbishop Bernardin 
stopped short of calling the 
decision a fatal blow to the 
Catholic school system, but 
noted that private high 
schools are already 
experiencing declining 
attendance rates because of 
spiraling tuition 
HE SAID parents have 
already been hard-pressed 
to keep up with rising tuition 
rales, and the burden of 
paying for auxiliary services 
would make the situation 
extremely difficult 
He said that the diocese of 
Cincinnati is receiving 
between II55-1175 per year 
in state aid for each of its 
61.000 students 
"On a number of 
occasions we .have indicated 
that our school system faced 
financial difficulties and we 
have not been kidding about 
these problems." 
Archbishop Bernardin said. 
If we have to. we will 
make every effort, but the 
loss of this type of aid will 
create many additional 
problems " 
IF THE LOWER courts 
follow the Supreme Court's 
lead, further increasing 
tuition rates would p~obably 
still not provide many os the 
services now provided by 
the state. Archbishop 
Bernardin said 
"This     is     not    just    a 
denominational    problem, 
said the president of the I'.S. 
National    Conference    of 
Catholic Bishops 
Two outdoor concerts 
scheduled for weekend 
There is more than one 
music festival being staged 
at the University this week- 
end 
In addition to the Poe 
Ditch Music Festival at the 
Stadium, the Whitebird 75 
festival will be held from 1-6 
Saturday afternoon on the 
steps of Williams Hall The 
Whitebird festival is free 
This is the second year 
that a free spring concert 
has been held at the Univer- 
sity, according to Jon 
Sinton. sophomore i F.d i and 
music director at WBQU- 
FM 
He said last year's festival 
was held at Sterling Farm 
bul was moved to Williams 
Hall because it is a better 
location " 
•THERE ARE NO trees 
on Sterling Farm.'' Sinton 
explained, "and it's right 
next to the Union this year, 
where people can go and buy 
food during the concert '' 
He said the crowd for last 
year's (estival was substan- 
tial and that the turnout 
should be better this year 
because there are more 
sponsors and the concert 
was more widely publicized 
this year. 
"There will also be a 
crowd because of the Poe 
Ditch festival on Sunday.'" 
Sinton added 
The concert is being spon- 
sored bv WBGU-FM. 
WFAL-AM and Cultural 
Boost Cost of the concert 
will be about 1100. Sinton 
said 
He added that the public 
address system for the con- 
cert is provided free by Cul- 
tural Boost and that WFAL 
and WBGU-FM will broad- 
cast the concert live 
"THE STATIONS are pro- 
viding air time and person- 
nel for the broadcasts free." 
Sinton said. 
The performers. Tender 
hook. Doug Fiely and Steve 
Eckstein. Baddog. the 
James Nichols Band and 
Easy Street also are provid- 
ing their services free, he 
said 
Sinton said that he hopes 
the festival will become an 
annual event 
"It would be nice if it 
starts a tradition." he said 
WBGU views options 
• From page one 
-sharing of staff, 
equipment and program- 
ming with WBGU-TV. 
-an increased local flavor 
to programming and 
--avoiding duplication of 
NPR service from the pro 
posed Toledo station 
According to the Broad- 
cast Policy Committee's 
report, disadvantages of the 
suggested alternative 
include: 
-a reduction in public ser- 
vice ino NPR programming 
and perhaps less time on the 
air I 
-possibly lower quality in 
overall programming and 
operation 
-an inuingiblf loss of 
prestige that goes with CPU 
association 
- the cost not being signifi 
cantlv less than the 1CI< 
demic proposal 
THE PROPOSAL to incor 
porate WBOU-FM into aca- 
demic areas means the sta- 
tion would be utilized as a 
student training device, the 
committee's report stated 
It assumes that WBGU s 
audience will be split when 
WGTE-FM goes on the air 
New programming with 
local orientation would pro- 
vide "a unique and distinct 
service for potential 
listeners." according to the 
committee's report 
Advantages to the aca- 
demic proposal as listed in 
the report include 
-a greater proportion of 
University expenditures will 
be devoted to training stu- 
dents for careers in broad- 
casting 
-actual on-the-air broad- 
cast training in a variety of 
situations, such as news, 
documentaries, plav-by-play 
sports and live music, which 
would be limited in a fully 
professionally staffed radio 
operation 
-greater Interdisciplinary 
cooperation between aca- 
demic areas interested in 
broadcasting 
-training closely super- 
vised by professional broad- 
casters who are involved 
directly as teachers in the 
academic program 
-close surveillance of the 
station's policies and proce- 
dures 
--more constant cost 
factors than with maintain 
ing (I'll qualifications and 
-avoiding duplication of 
NPR radio programming 
which could be carried on 
the proposed Toledo station 
DISADVANTAGES of the 
academic-oriented station 
include 
-loss of a quality pro- 
gramming source 
-sacrifice of professional 
quality and public image 
-separation of two areas 
of broadcasting which go 
together and complement 
each other (sharing staff, 
facilities, equipment and 
programming with WBGU- 
TV t 
-possible reduction of the 
broadcasting day and irreg- 
ular broadcasts during vaca- 
tion periods 
-loss of i I'll affiliation 
and possible impact on ob- 
taining further external 
funding and 
-loss of the CPB operating 
grant 
Jury indicts Gilligan workers 
COLUMBUS (APi-A 
Franklin County Grand Jury 
handed down grand thefl 
indictments yesterday 
against former Gov John 
Gilligan's recount commit- 
tee and five of its workers 
accused of accepting state 
paychecks 
William Bannon. Gilli- 
gan's deputy campaign 
manager, was named as 
chairman of the Recount 
Planning Group, but was not 
cited as an individual and 
faces no criminal liability, 
county prosecutor George 
Smith said. 
The indictment against 
the committee said it "did 
tolerate the conduct of 
others" who deprived he 
stale of 117.833.09 in wages 
THE INDICTMENTS fol 
lowed by one day guilty 
pleas to misdemeanor theft 
charges by 10 former Gilli- 
gan campaign workers who 
agreed to  make restitution 
of state wages paid to them 
while they worked on the 
recount 
Gilligan who was in Wash 
ington issued a statement 
through his Columbus insur 
ance office saying he was 
distressed by the indict- 
ments "though no one in our 
administration was cited 
and the legal action centers 
around some young people 
involved in the recount as 
well as the committee 
"I am saddened because 
the grand jury report could 
be interpreted as throwing 
into doubt some of the things 
we tried to do during a 
period when full compliance 
with both the spirit and 
intent of the law was highest 
on our list of priorities." 
Gilligan said 
WHEN ASKED about the 
notable absence of high level 
officials from the list of 
those    indicted. Smith said 
only that "there are no 
smoking guns in this case " 
Several of Gilligan's close 
political associates and 
cabinet officers appeared 
before the grand jury during 
its three month investi- 
gation. But. with the 
exception of Bannon. none 
was involved in the legal 
action of the past two days. 
Smith and assistant prose- 
cutor Michael Miller 
declined to discuss the situa- 
tion of Gilligan's ex-chief of 
staff John Hansan, who was 
asked to appear voluntarily 
before the panel, but 
refused. He was not sub- 
poenaed. 
The Columbus prosecutor 
said he would recommend 
that Stale Auditor Thomas 
Ferguson conduct a civil 
investigation of five of Lt. 
Gov. Richard Celeste's cam- 
paign aides who were put on 
the state payroll to help him 
with transitional matters. 
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Clarification 
Athletic Director Richard Young said yesterday that he 
was unable to attend a Student Arbitration Board iSABl 
hearing on Sunday. May 18. because he did not receive a 
summons before the hearing 
Young said he was attending the Mid-American 
Conference track championships in Kalamazoo. Mich 
during that weekend and did not see his mailed summons 
until he returned to his office on Monday. May 1*. 
SAB requested the presence of Young and James Hof. 
vice president for public services, at the May 18 hearing to 
discuss alleged irregularities in the cheerleading selection 
system Both men were designated cheerleading judges 
Both were absent from the Mav 18 SAB hearing 
Movie 
The award winning film "Achanak" will be shown at 7 
P in Saturday in 115 Education Bldg. Cost of the movie, 
which is sponsored by World Student Association and 
International Programs, is 50 cents for students with IDs 
and 12 for adults 
Speaker 
Sen Clairborne Pell iD-R.I I will speak at 3:45 p.m 
today in the Grand Ballroom. Union. 
Pell, a member of the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee, will discuss the role of Congress in the 
formation of American foreign policy His speech is free 
and open to the public 
Paychecks 
Paychecks for student employes will be available at the 
Bursar's Office after 11 am Friday instead of the normal 
hours The change in time is due to the Memorial Day 
Holiday 
Conference 
A tr.inscultiir.il nursing conference sponsored by 
University senior nursing students will be held from 8:30 
a m -12:30 p m today at the Logsdon Walia Post. 638 N 
University St . Toledo 
Police report 
A Detroit man was arrested early Friday morning and 
charged with receiving stolen property and with the 
possession of criminal tools and narcotics. 
Dukchame Jenkins. 20. was arrested for having stolen 
license plates in his possession Police also found tools 
used for breaking and entering as well as marijuana in his 
possession  He is being held In Wood County Jail 
Vernamai 1. Scully. 402 High St. Apt. 4B. was arrested 
by city police on charge* of assault and battery and 
resisting an officer. 
She was held in Wood County Jail and was released Her 
case will be continued Monday 
Home ec. 
The home economics department's afternoon nursery 
school will present a program entitled "Reflections" at 
7.30 p.m. tomorrow in 105 Hanna Hall 
All child development, elementary, early childhood and 
special education students can attend the program 
Red Cross 
University Red Cross Club members should send their 
marked ballots from the last newsletter to 206 North Hall. 
McDonald Quad, in order to tabulate accurate election 
results Ballots should be in the mail by the beginning of 
next week 
Gay Union 
The Gay Union will sponsor a dance from 8-1 Saturday 
night in the Carnation Room. Union Beer and snacks will 
be available It is open to the public 
GREEKS GET READY FOR THE 
PHI PSI • CHI O 
BATHTUB RACE 
SAT. MAY 31 
AT 
PEREGRINE POND 
APARTMENTS SUMMER OR FALL 
ENTIRE SUMMER 
AIR CONDITIONED, TWO BEDROOMS, 
BAR B-Q GRILLS, FURNISHED 
FALL RENTAL   s260 PER MONTH 
ALL UTILITIES PAID EXCEPT ELECTRIC 
Call Delbert 352-7671 
•HOT WEATHER IS HERE!! 
Why not spend time cooling 
yourself under water? 
AQUA HUT 521 S. Prospect 
Ph. 352-5128 - Bowling Green 
SCUBA DIVING LESSONS,  CP 
EQUIPMENT, SERVICE, 
air fills, 
SPEEDO 
swimsuits 
- FEATURING - 
Char   Broiled   Steaks   ussd 
Chops 
Fall Course  Family Dia- 
ler 
12 VARIETIES 
PANCAKES * WAFFLES 
Opes TMS thru Sat. 7:3S-H 
Sundays T ill-T no 
412 EAST WOOSTER 
BANQUET ROOM 
NOON SPECIALS DAILY 
J.ES! a'tirarti 
REG.     SOBSANPWICH 
c«i.7o; 
ON UK 
$ 1 
THURSDAYS 
5-12. 
New hrs. 
until 2:00 a.m. everynight 
until 3:00 a.m. Fri. & Sat. 
•Chdtse 'Hajtri • Salami -lOHdM •«►»»•« - KcKI* 
•TtsUtt 
minimum delivery is $1.50 
imwis 
PH.35Z-757I 
IOO*iS.fAAlM B.6. 
Walters concludes successful golf career 
By Diet Ree< 
Sports Editor 
His coach used one word to describe him-class. 
It's an appropriate label for Falcon golfer Ken Walters, 
who concluded his final collegiate season at the Mid-Ameri- 
can Conference (MAC I championships two weeks ago 
Walters' career hasn't officially ended, however. By 
virtue of being selected by league coaches as the number 
one man on the all MAC team. Walters will play in the 
NCAA championships. June 25-28 in Columbus. 
And no matter what he does on Ohio State's Scarlet course 
next month. Walters probably will rank as the most 
outstanding performer to swing the sticks for Bowling 
Green. 
In MAC annals. Walters has to rate as one of the league's 
all-time greats His record speaks for itself. 
THREE TIMES, conference coaches voted him as the 
loop's top performer. As a freshman, he finished third in the 
individual race of the conference championships and then 
placed second a year later 
As a junior, he tied for medalist honors He then won a 
three-man. four-hole playoff to take top honors. 
Despite a disappointing finish in this year's MAC title 
chase. Walters' accomplishments still rank among the best 
seen around the MAC in a long while 
"I feel he has advanced BG golf to a level of midwest 
prominence.'' Falcon coach John Piper said. "When people 
think of Ken Walters, they think of Bowling Green." 
Despite all the accolades bestowed upon him, Walters 
acknowledged his teammates for much of his success. 
"I'D LIKE to say thank you to five guys-Mark 
McConnell, Gary Treater. Jim Decker. John Miller and 
Steve Mossing because I learned so much from them, both 
mentally and physically," he said. 
"Sometimes people overlook that help," Walters 
continued. "They see me doing good as an individual, but 
they fail to realize that I had a lot of help behind me 
"When things weren't going good for me, my teammates 
helped me," he explained  "They'd keep encouraging me. 
And it was always a good feeling to be out on the course with 
them " 
Whether by his teammates' help or by his own talents. 
Walters was BG's best golfer, average-wise, in each of his 
four years. 
He had averages of 76 9 (freshman), 75 9 (sophomore), 
74.4 (junior) and 75 3 this season. 
"I got a lot of grief, a lot of criticism this year." Walters 
said. "Everyone expected me to do better and I expected 
myself to do better. 
"My performance overall, though, was solid." he 
continued. "I finished in the top ten in the major tourneys 
But I didn't have the year everyone expected of me." 
"I'd have to say I thought I had a good 
four years. The record shows, but I had 
help from a lot of people. . 
EVEN THOUGH his final season didn't follow the pattern 
of continuous improvement. Walters characterized his 
Falcon career as "good." 
"I'd have to say I thought I had a good four years." he 
said "The record shows, but I had help from a lot of people, 
especially Mark (McConnell)." 
McConnell has been Walters' teammate and roommate 
for four years. 
"When Mark and I came here, we turned the whole golf 
program around."' Walters said "Before that, BG had good 
teams, but coach Piper brought in two guys that were used 
to winning regularly. 
"And. to be honest, we made things go." he explained 
"We wouldn't settle for anything less than a win and that 
made everyone else work a little harder 
"Coach (Piper) has made the program good through 
recruiting and it's going to get better," Walters said "When 
guys see people like Miller and Treater and Decker and 
Mossing going here, they'll want to come." 
The senior, who was the Falcons' co-captain for two 
seasons, said he thought Miller and McConnell didn't get a 
fair shake in consideration for all-conference honors. 
"WHAT CAN I SAY except that it was a shock to me to be 
named number one." he said   "But at the same time, it 
The NCAA championships will conclude a highly 
successful collegiate career for Falcon golfer Xen 
Walter*. The senior co-captain will play in the 
national event, June 25-28 in Columbus, as a 
result of being named the MAC'S top golfer by 
league coaches for the third straight year. 
(Newsphoto by Stephen Donnelly) 
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Reds sign Chinese baseball stars 
CINCINNATI.API Little 
league baseball is proving to 
be a showcase for profes- 
sional hopefuls from the 
Republic of China 
Cincinnati Heds President 
Bob Howsam says it was 
Taiwan's success in Little 
League     play     that     first 
attracted his attention to 
two prospects. F.ng-Jey Kao 
and Lai Hua Lee 
Kao. a 19-year-old left 
handed pitcher, and Lee. an 
18-year-old catcher, both 
signed contracts with the 
Heds after starring for their 
national team in a recent 
tournament 
"I DID SOME checking 
with Mickey McConnell ire 
tired director of training for 
Little League I and with 
some coaches who had con- 
ducted baseball clinics in the 
Far Kast," Howsam said "1 
became convinced that there 
could well be some players 
in Taiwan with the capabi 
lity   to   plav   professional 
ball" 
Joe Bowen. director of 
scouting for the Reds, and 
l-M Howsam. area scouting 
supervisor, went to Taiwan 
last summer to conduct try- 
out camps and observe the 
players   in   a   tournament 
Americans lead Walker Cup matches 
ST ANDREWS. Scotland 
(APi-Vinny Giles. Oary 
Koch and Jay Haas led the 
favored I'niled States ama 
teur golf team to an 8 4 lead 
over Britain yesterday at the 
halfway mark of the Walker 
Cup matches at the famed 
St Andrews Links 
Each  of   the   Americans 
won one singles match and 
teamed for  a doubles  vic- 
tory 
FOUR     FOl'RSOME 
matches and eight singles 
were played yesterday A 
similar program will be held 
today, the final day of the 
biennial competition, which 
the I'niled States leads 21-2 
The Americans won three 
of the four morning four- 
somes, then took four of the 
afternoon singles and 
halved two other matches 
GILES. FROM Richmond. 
Va„ and Koch, from Temple 
Terrace. Fla . teamed for a 
5 and 4 victory over George 
MacUregor and Ian Hut- 
cheon in a foursome match. 
Then. Giles defeated Mac- 
Gregor. 3 and 2 and Koch 
downed Hugh Stuart, also 3 
and 2 
Haas, from Winston- 
Salem. N C . combined with 
Curtis Strange of Virginia 
Beach. Va.. for a 2 and 1 tri- 
umph over Stuart and 
Charlie Green, then Koch 
beat Richard Evles 2 and 1 
there 
The national team of Tai- 
wan was in Ford Lauder- 
dale. Fla last August for a 
world tournament for boys 
16-18 and both boys partici- 
pated 
THE TAIWAN team won 
this tournament, held for the 
first time, just as other 
teams from Taiwan had won 
Little League's Senior Dm 
sion tournaments for three 
years in a row and the regu 
lar Little League World 
Series for four of the past 
five years 
In the tournament at Ford 
Lauderdale. Kao pitched the 
full even innings in the first 
two games, was the winning 
pitcher as the third game 
starter and pitched the final 
two innings in relief in the 
fourth and final game. 
"It was at this time we de- 
cided to sign Kao and Lee to 
contracts." Howsam said 
"Kao has a good fast ball, a 
good curve for a young boy 
and he's a good competitor 
He also runs well and swings 
a pretty good bat 
"Lee. the catcher, is ex- 
tremely quick behind the 
plate, has a good arm and is 
outstanding on foul balls."' 
Howsam said "He runs well 
and looks Ike he has bat 
potential with some power 
KAO AND LEE will not be 
able to play professional 
baseball in the United States 
this summer because of 
military commitments in 
their country. 
Save the News 
made me feel good that the coaches showed confidence in 
me. 
"The thing that amazes me is that Mark was a shot behind 
me at the Kepler and tied me at the Northern Inter- 
collegiate and the MAC Invitational. Those are supposed to 
be the three tourneys that the coaches go on when they 
pick." he said. 
"It amazes me how I could be number one and Mark 
didn't even make the team." Walters continued "And John 
should have been considered, too They contributed as much 
as I did to the team effort this year.'' 
But that's history now and the NCAA championships are 
foremost in Walters' mind presently 
"I feel good right now." he said. "I can relax and I've 
been working on shots that I'll need there. 
"I've always played good there (Ohio State)." Walters 
added. "1 played good four years in the Kepler and I played 
well there three years in the high school championships So I 
should have an advantage over some people '' 
AND WHAT WILL happen after that" 
"I'll play amateur golf all summer," Walters said "I'm 
planning to play in ten tourneys and at the end of the 
summer. I'll decide whether to turn pro or not." 
The qualifier for the pro tour is scheduled for November 
and Walters is tentatively planning on entering it. 
"At the end of the summer. I'll evaluate myself and if I 
don't think I'm ready. I'll play in a mini-tour in Florida, or 
just stay on the amateur level and try again the next year." 
he said 
"IT'S A GOOD feeling right now. Walters said I havea 
lot of roads I can cover I have a job as an assistant pro at a 
club in San Diego if I want it. but I want to try and turn pro." 
The former Youngstown Liberty graduate said Piper's 
coaching will help in his attempt to turn pro 
"The biggest thing that coach instilled in me is 
confidence." he said. "He made me realize that 1 can make 
something out of myself in golf. 
"He's made me think that 1 have it'."' Walters 
concluded "And that's how you have to feel to be 
successful." 
'Record' season 
for BG baseballers 
By Terry Goodman 
Sufi Writer 
Thanks to a record 50- 
game season and some 
power slugging, the Falcon 
diamondmen set many team 
and individual batting 
marks this year 
In the team category, 
seven records were broken 
BG sent 1.437 men to the 
plate officially, due mostly 
to the long 26-24 campaign 
In those appearances, the 
Falcons busted opposing 
pitching at 275 pace. Runs 
I2S1I. hits 13951. doubles 
(711. extra base knocks 11031 
and total bases (552) are all 
new Falcon seasonal 
milestones 
DICK SELGO and Joe 
Meyer joined the parade of 
personal record-setters 
Selgo. a solid senior per- 
former, leaves the pastures 
of BG owning four career 
standards-runs batted in 
(85). most doubles (SI, 
extra base hits 48 and total 
bases 12441 His 163 at bats 
this year also is tops for a 
single season 
Meyer smashed 18 extra 
base hits for a new season 
mark and tied a BG record 
for doubles in a campaign 
(12). 
Larry Owen. Ron Fennell 
and Randy Law all hit over 
300 this season. Owen led 
the club at 333, while Garry 
Kohorst Selgo and Meyer 
were all close behind 
Other team leaders this 
year were Meyer and Kip 
Young with six homers 
each. Owen and Selgo with 
48 hits apiece and Meyer 
with 32 runs scored Owen 
had 30 runs batted in and 
Law stole 13 bases 
Fennell was the only 
Falcon who had a perfect 
fielding slate He handled 39 
chances in the outfield 
flawlessly 
In last week's story about 
Kip Young vying for the 
Lefty Gomez Plate Award, 
it was reported that the 
"Kipper"' was named to the 
list of top 20 "hurlers" in the 
nation 
The award is even more 
prestigious Young has been 
nominated as one of the best 
20 "baseball players" in the 
country in the amateur 
ranks 
The Gomez Award 
selection will be announced 
late in June 
Laxers top alums 
Bowling Green's lacrosse team, down 3-2 at 
hafltime. tallied seven second half goals to defeat the 
BG alumnis. 9-6. last Saturday 
Seniors John OrtlB and Verne Zabek scored two 
goals apiece to pace the varsity squad Steve Hart led 
the alums with a three-goal performance 
The alumni squad which has never won in six 
games, took a 3-0 first quarter lead on goals by Art 
Curtis. Torry Smith and Hart 
The BG varsity narrowed the margin to 3-2 on 
tallies by junior Steve (abalka and Zabek s first goal 
SCORES BY Mike Wilcox and Lee Murphy put Bti 
ahead. 4-3. after three quarters The Falcon offense 
then put five shots past alumni goalie Laurie Turevon 
to seal the game 
Also scoring goals for the varsity were seniors Jeff 
Woloshvn and Tony Vaccaro 
McGee scores twice 
By l.auri Leach 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The Midwest I lacrosse 
team, coached by Bowling 
Oreen's Carol Durenlini. 
won one match and lost 
three against stiff competi- 
tion last weekend at Dickin- 
son College in Carlisle, Pa 
Falcon laxer Ginny 
McGee. who played first 
home for the Midwest I 
team, scored two goals dur- 
ing the four matches 
Durentini's Midwest I 
team surprised a strong 
Philadelphia III team by 
slipping past its eastern foe 
in the first match. 7-6. 
"I THINK WE surprised 
the people from the East." 
Durenlini said "They didn't 
think we'd be as strong as 
we were. 
"I had a number ol people 
commend me on the new- 
strength of the Midwest la- 
crosse program."' she 
added 
Midwest I went downhill 
after that The Midwest 
group, exhausted from their 
game with Philly HI. fell to 
Central I. 12-4. The South II 
team obliterated Midwest I. 
IH i and Philadelphia II 
blasted them. 15-1 
Since the Midwest I team 
scored the fewest goals in 
Division B. they will move 
to Division C next spring 
ANOTHER Bowling 
Green laxer. Debbie 
Delaney. scored one goal for 
the Midwest II team at nat- 
ionals The Midwest II team, 
coached by Wooster's Robin 
Chambers, racked up two 
wins, two losses and a lie. 
"It was a tremendous 
experience to see the caliber 
of other teams from all over 
the nation," Durenlini said 
about the national competi- 
tion. "It's always a good 
experience for us to go to 
nationals " 
Wilcox heads selections 
Falcons on a//-/VILA team 
By Norm Baker 
Staff Writer 
Midwest Lacrosse Associ- 
ation IMLA i champ Bowling 
Green dominated this year's 
all-league squad as nine Fal- 
con stickers were named to 
the 1975 team 
Senior co-captain Mike 
Wilcox. an all-American 
candidate from Ithaca. 
NY., received his fourth all 
Midwest first-team 
selection The Falcon 
defenseman also has been 
invited to participate in the 
annual North-South lacrosse 
game 
REPEATING FOR the 
third time as all-Midwest 
selections were attackman 
Verne Zabek and goalie Pat 
Collura 
Zabek. a senior from 
Westbury. NY. was the 
Falcons' leading scorer this 
season with 14 goals and 22 
assists His career total of 
192 points is an all-time BG 
mark 
Collura. an East Meadow. 
NY product, was named as 
first-team goalie along with 
Kenyon's George Parker. 
Junior midfielder Paul 
Collins, the squad's second 
leading scorer with 12 goals 
and 13 assists, also was a 
first-team choice 
BOWLING  GREEN   had 
three players named to the 
second team Senior middle 
Tony Vaccaro was accorded 
his second all-league norm 
nation, while junior mid- 
fielder   Matt   Kenny,   the 
Falcons' face-off specialist 
and junior defenseman Bob 
Malekoff also were named 
to the second team 
Sophomore Lee Murphy, a 
midfielder from Baltimore. 
Md . and senior co-captain 
Cliff Holland, who anchored 
the Falcon defense with 
Wilcox and Malekoff. were 
awarded honorable mention. 
THE FALCONS' nine 
nominations was the highest 
total   of   the   ten   league 
teams Runner-up Ohio 
Wesleyan. which BG 
defeated n-9 in the 
championship game, placed 
eight players on the team, 
while Denison, the league's 
third place team, had seven 
players represented. 
The nine BG players 
selected marked the highest 
Falcon representation ever 
on the all-league list. Last 
year. Bowling Green bad 
eight individuals on the 
select squad 
Pass 
Falcon laxer Ginny McGee trie* to past to a teammate in 
earliw season action McGee scored two goah (or the 
Midwest I regional loom at the lacrosse nationals hold last 
weekend at Dickinson College in Carlisle, Pa. (Newsphoto by 
Dick Kaverrnan) 
